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Comment

A
s the global economy is struggling due to various conflicts, 
natural hazards, and a reigniting health crisis, the frozen food 
industry might yet again run into an opportunity. The rising 
inflation and the looming perspective of the economic 
recession may prove to have a similar effect to what happened 

back in 2020. Let’s put it this way: while in 2020 the pandemic and the 
global supply and cold chain issues turned consumers to frozen food 
products, inflation might do just the same. As frozen food consumption grew 
massively during 2020 and kept a positive trend for the better half of 2021, 
most expected fewer spikes in sales as the global health situation improved. 
But the current economic status is 
driving more people back to the 
frozen aisles, and the question must 
be asked: is this the moment when 
buying frozen on a more regular basis 
becomes the norm? And it’s not just 
those visiting the store, as another 
interesting fact is that e-shoppers 
seem to have grown quite fond of 
frozen products this year. According 
to Spryker's Online Food Retailing 
report for 2022, frozen food tops the 
list of grocery products bought online, with 65.2% of the Brits surveyed 
saying they would add it to the shopping cart. That percentage becomes 
even more spectacular when you take into consideration the fact that it is 
higher than the one for dry goods such as pasta or rice (64.8%) or the one 
for beverages (60.8%). As it’s hard to predict how things will stand in a few 
months’ time, we should follow closely how frozen food products fare in 
comparison to other grocery items. One thing’s for sure: more and more 
consumers are making it their habit to buy frozen. Let me know what you 
think at bogdan.angheluta@trade.media. n

By Bogdan Angheluta, 
Editor in Chief 

The current 
economic status is 

driving more people 
back to the frozen 

aisles, and the question 
must be asked: is this 

the moment when 
buying frozen on a 
more regular basis 

becomes the norm?

”
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News

GLOBAL

BRF Sadia, one of the largest food companies in the 
world, has inaugurated its new plant ‘Al Joody’ in 
Dammam, Saudi Arabia. The unit was acquired in January 
2021 and received investments of around US$ 18 million, 
which has increased its monthly production capacity to 
1,200 tons of food. “The expansion of BRF Sadia in the 
Saudi market to manufacture its products locally is a 
landmark step which will play an integral role in the 
growth and development of the poultry industry locally, 
in the interest of the Saudi consumer,” said Engineer 
Abdulhamid Bin Mohammed Al-Shawan, regional director 
of Investment Advisory & Relations. BRF Sadia’s history in 
Saudi Arabia began in the mid-1970s, when Sadia was 
the first company to introduce and democratize frozen 
chicken products in the Middle East. Currently, BRF Sadia 
has more than 500 employees in this country.

Conagra Brands has reported results 
for the fourth quarter and full fiscal year 
2022, which ended on May 29, 2022. 
For the fourth quarter, net sales 
increased 6.2% and organic net sales 
increased 6.8%. Operating margin 
decreased 310 basis points to 7.4%; 
adjusted operating margin increased 96 
basis points to 15.0%. Regarding full 
fiscal year results, gross profit decreased 
10.7% to USD2.8bn and adjusted gross 
profit decreased 10.5% to USD2.9bn. 
Net sales for the Refrigerated & Frozen 
segment increased 3.4% to USD1.2bn 
in the quarter.

GLOBAL

GLOBAL

JBT announced it has acquired Alco-
food-machines GmbH & Co. KG 
(alco), a leading provider of further 
food processing solutions and 
production lines. “alco has been a 
family business for generations, and has 
over time built an excellent reputation 
in the market for providing innovative 
and leading further processing 
technology solutions. They are a great 
addition to JBT, and I’m convinced we 
are stronger together,” said Anders 
Lassing, President, Protein EMEA. “The 
acquisition of alco complements and 
expands our product offering in 
further processing, in particular, 
expanding our offering in convenience 
meal lines as well as alternative and 
plant-based protein technology,” said 
Bob Petrie, EVP and President, Protein. 
“Bringing our companies and 
technologies together supports our 
vision to be the preferred solutions 
partner for our customers, backed by 

unparalleled application expertise and 
best-in-class local service support. alco 
also further strengthens our presence 
and capabilities in the important 
German market,” added Petrie. alco 
was founded in Bad Iburg, Germany in 
1977 based on the idea from Heinz 
and Gertrud Algra to make the best 
machines in the industry, which today, 
produce everything from noodle 
sauces, and pizza to convenience and 
snack foods. “JBT has always been 
viewed as a leader in food processing, 
and its approach to preserving the 
alco brand and continuing the family 
legacy of technology and service was 
of the utmost importance in finding 
the right partner to acquire the 
business,” said Isabelle Kleine-Ausberg, 
former shareholder of alco. “We are 
excited about the possibilities in the 
next phase of growth for alco,” 
added Thomas Kleine-Ausberg, 
managing director.

JBT ACQUIRES 
ALCO-FOOD-MACHINES

SPAIN

DIOGO ABREU JOINS 
MULTIVAC SPAIN’S 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The role of Dioga Abreu is to further 
strengthen the company’s position in 
the flourishing Iberian market. At the 
same time Managing Director Francisco 
Monente has stepped down and taken 
retirement. Diogo Abreu was managing 
director of the MULTIVAC subsidiary in 
Portugal from 2005 onwards, has been 
supporting the Management Team in 
Spain since 1 July in its daily operational 
work with his profound knowledge of 
the Iberian market. 

GLOBAL FROZEN 
DESSERTS MARKET 
TO REACH USD176BN

MIDDLE EAST

BRF SADIA OPENS NEW PLANT

The global frozen desserts market is set 
to witness growth at a CAGR of 5.8% 
and is anticipated to reach a valuation 
of around USD176bn by 2032, 
according to a new report by Future 
Market Insights. Increasing demand for 
organic desserts due to various health 
benefits associated with them such as 
low-fat and low-sugar content is 
anticipated to drive the market in the 
forecast period. Rising number of 
supermarkets or hypermarkets across 
the globe is also set to push sales of 
frozen desserts as these stores provide 
discounts from time to time.

CONAGRA REPORTS 
FULL YEAR RESULTS



Syntegon will present process and packaging solutions 
centered around the future topics of sustainability and 
automation at Fachpack from September 27 to 29. 
An integrated system solution for packaging pistachios 
will be the highlight at booth 1-204. An Elematic 2001 
wraparound case packer will be also on display, which 
complements Syntegon’s versatile system 
competence. Syntegon has been engineering robotic 
solutions for decades. And the Covid-19 pandemic 
has significantly accelerated the mega trend towards 
automation. The focus at Fachpack will therefore be 
on the European premiere of the RPP robotic pick-
and-place platform: the modular platform 
complements packaging lines by taking over product 
handling and/or feeding. The robotic solution will be 
on display at the booth as part of a turnkey system in 
combination with the SVE 2520 DZ vertical bagger 
and the Kliklok ACE carton erector.

SOUTH AMERICA

EUROPE

SYNTEGON TO SHOWCASE 
RPP AT FACHPACK

GIVAUDAN, BÜHLER, CARGILL, 
ITAL LAUNCH INNOVATION LAB
The Food Tech Hub LATAM and Ital, Food Technology 
Institute have joined forces with three major 
international corporations, Givaudan, Bühler, and Cargill, 
to form a consortium in order to develop a food 
innovation hub in Campinas, known as Brazil’s tech hub. 
The “Tropical Food Innovation Lab” will be housed in a 
1,300 square meter space that has been completely 
renovated at the Food Technology Institute, Ital. This 
new hub will be the place to connect and create the 
region’s next sustainable food and beverage products. 
Startups, businesses, investors, academic institutions, and 
research centers will all have direct access to cutting-
edge technology for quick prototyping and integration 
into the global food tech ecosystem, which will promote 
rapid innovation in the food and beverage industry.
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News

ROMANIA

NEW CEO FOR FOOD 
UNION ROMANIA

SÜDPACK has joined the Science 
Based Targets Initiative (SBTi) and 
signed the commitment letter as part 
of its NET ZERO operations. The 
collaborative effort of the UN Global 
Compact, Carbon Disclosure Project 
(CDP), World Resources Institute 
(WRI), Worldwide Fund for Nature 

(WWF), and others has set itself the 
objective of establishing effective 
climate protection on a business level 
in order to keep global warming to 
1.5°C. Thus, SÜDPACK is a member 
of a global group of businesses with 
similar beliefs and objectives. Above 
all, however, the global film 
manufacturer is committing to even 
more climate protection along the 
entire value chain, involvement that is 
based on recent climate science 
findings, and is making sure that its 
climate protection efforts are in line 
with the highest standards of the 
Paris Agreement.

Kellogg announced that it has approved 
a plan to separate its North American 
cereal and plant-based foods businesses, 
via tax-free spin-offs, resulting in three 
independent public companies. “Global 
Snacking Co.”, with about USD11.4bn 
in net sales, will be a leading company in 
global snacking, international cereal and 
noodles, and North America frozen 
breakfast. “North America Cereal Co.”, 
with about USD2.4bn in net sales, will 
be a leading cereal company in the US, 
Canada, and Caribbean, with a portfolio 
of iconic brands and compelling oppor -
tu  nities for investment and profit growth.

NORTH AMERICA

GLOBAL

Natalia Gelshtein-Kishsh, an 
experienced FMCG business leader 
with a successful track record in 
various Central European markets has 
been appointed the new CEO of 
Alpin57Lux, the Romanian ice cream 
production and distribution business 
which is part of the Food Union 
Group. Alpin57Lux was founded in 
1994 and currently employs over 500 
people, produces over 100 SKUs with 
more than 10 brands, amongst which 
the most well-known are the 
affordable premium ice cream, 
Transalpina, the heritage ice cream 
brand, Fulg de Nea, and the kid’s ice 
cream brand, Tedi.

Urschel recently introduced the M 
VersaPro™ (MVP) next generation 
protein powerhouse. The 2- D dicer 
excels in processing of meat, poultry, 
and alternative proteins. The machine 
provides the best in sanitary design and 
the ultimate in versatile cutting of all 
types of protein. “After years of R&D, 
Urschel is proud to release the MVP. 
Thank you to all of the leading 
processors who shared with us their 
must-have wish lists and to those who 
allowed in-plant testing,” stated Alan 
Major, CSO. The MVP offers 33% 
increased feeding capacity versus the 
standard M6 due to wider belts, 
optimized cutting, and increased 
horsepower. The belt fed MVP delivers 
2-dimensional dices, strips, or shreds 
from product of a predetermined 
thickness. Wider 12" (304.8 mm) infeed 
and takeaway belts work together to 
provide even transitioning of product 
and prevention of product buildup. 
Takeaway belt facilitates discharging into 
totes. Stainless steel construction 
throughout with solid, round bar frame, 
motors, and hinged panels. Hinged 
panels provide easy and complete 
access to promote sanitation and ease 
of maintenance without having to rest 
any panels on the production floor. 
New patented, fluted crosscut option 

provides gentler cutting action. Deeper 
circular knife to feed drum penetration 
produces an improved cutting method. 
The crosscut is driven by a 5 HP (3.7 
kW) motor equipped with a variable 
frequency drive to allow adjustment of 
the cut size without the additional 
expense of changing parts. Other active 
cutting components are driven by a 5 
or 7.5 HP (3.7 or 5.6 kW) motor. 
Available intuitive touchscreen HMI 
option easily gathers data, monitors 
machine components including sensors 
and amperage; adjusts operating 
speeds and saves recipes. Touchscreen 
swivels for full visibility. Designed for 
continuous operation for uninterrupted 
production. IP69K certified electrical 
enclosure features a double-sealed 
door for extra protection during 
washdowns. Mechanical zone is 
isolated from the product zone to 
promote sanitation. Simple to operate 
at the push of a button.

URSCHEL LAUCHES THE 
M VERSAPRO™ DICER

EUROPE

AETNA GROUP 
ACQUIRES MEYPACK
Aetna Group, leading company in 
the production of end-of-line 
packaging machines and systems 
(through its Business Units Robopac 
and OCME), has acquired the 
German company Meypack. Meypack 
is a technology leader appreciated 
mostly for the quality and innovative 
capacity of its end-of-line products 
mainly in the food, spirits and home 
& personal care sectors in Germany 
and at an international level. This 
operation is part of Aetna Group 
strategic plan to grow externally.

SÜDPACK JOINS THE SBTI
GLOBAL

KELLOGG SPLITS 
TWO BUSINESSES



CANADA

Conagra Brands announced the 
opening of its new state-of-the-art 
vegetable processing plant in Minnesota, 
US. The new 245,000 square foot 
facility, which processes fresh vegetables 
to support Conagra’s frozen meals 
business and Birds Eye brand, was built 
from the ground up with a focus on 
maximizing automation to create 
greater efficiencies and enhancing food 
safety throughout. The new facility 
replaces a 92-year-old facility in Waseca 
and will provide approximately 20% 
more capacity for processing 
vegetables. On an annual basis, the 

facility can process and produce 120 
million pounds of cut and cob corn, 45 
million pounds of peas, and more than 
20 million pounds of rice. In addition, 
Conagra anticipates the new facility 
uses approximately 25% less water per 
pound of product produced than the 
company’s previous facility.

AAK AB has made the decision to 
invest in Green-On, a Swedish food 
technology start-up firm whose idea is 
based on so-called Power-to-X 
technology. By eliminating the 
requirement for arable land, one of our 
most in-demand resources, this 
technology aims to produce raw 
materials, in this case oils and fats for 
food and other applications, directly 
from carbon dioxide, renewable energy, 
and water. The Power-to-X technology 
has the potential to hasten the creation 
of environmentally friendly ingredient 
options for technical and food products.

AAK INVESTS 
IN GREEN-ON

EUROPE

EUROPE

Agropur announced a major 
investment of USD34m for its ice 
cream and frozen novelties plant in 
Truro, Nova Scotia. The investment 
will be used to redefine the space 
within the plant and will support the 
development of several business 
opportunities for Agropur. “It is with 
great pride and excitement that we 
announce a major investment in the 
Truro Plant, the largest plant capital 
investments made in Canada for the 
last five years,” said Jeannie van Dyk, 
vice-president of Agropur’s board.

Europeans will 
never shop the 
same for groceries, 
asserts a new study 
from the PLMA 
International 
Council, which says 
the pandemic 
brought significant 
changes in how 
consumers 
purchase food and 
non-food products 

for their household and that many of 
the most important changes are 
enduring. Among its top findings, private 
label is more popular now than ever, as 
measured by consumers’ purchase of 
the products as well as how they 
compare them so favourably to 
manufacturers brands. Prospects for 
growth also look good. Four in ten 
overall said that, over the next two 
years, they expect to buy “more” own 
brands than they do now. “The purpose 
of the study, ‘Will Europeans Ever Shop 
the Same? Assessing consumers’ post-
pandemic behaviour,’ is to provide 
retailers and their own brand suppliers 
with the latest insights on European 
consumers so they can cooperatively 
develop a road map for private label 

development and marketing in the post-
pandemic environment,” explains Peggy 
Davies, PLMA president, in announcing 
the results to PLMA International 
members and retailers. The online 
survey collected responses to more 
than fifty questions from 6,500 
participants spread equally across eight 
countries - France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden and 
the United Kingdom. It was conducted 
in April 2022 exclusively for PLMA 
International Council by Surveylab, a 
leader in customized online research. 
Each respondent self-identified as the 
primary grocery shopper for their 
household. In addition, it is clear that 
own brands have become “brands” in 
most consumers’ minds. When asked to 
compare private label with 
manufacturers’ brands, 60% considered 
the products equal, while 20% looked at 
own brands “more” favourably than 
they did manufacturers brands. When 
asked to rate own brands in specific 
product categories, 51% said they were 
“very confident” in own brands in 
toilet/kitchen paper, 47% in fresh 
products, 43% in shelf-stable food and 
cleaning products, 42% in frozen food, 
40% in beverages, 31% in ready meals, 
and 27% in cosmetics.

GLOBAL

HEALTHY SNACK 
MARKET TO REACH 
USD35BN
The global market for healthy snacks has 
been increasing steadily and is continuing 
to do so as the market’s compounding 
occurs annually. The market for nutritious 
snacks has shown tremendous growth in 
recent years, especially after the global 
pandemic. The demand for nutritional 
items that taste delicious has increased 
dramatically because of the customers’ 
increased health consciousness. As such, 
the healthy snack market was valued at 
USD24.51bn in 2021 and is expected to 
reach USD34.95bn by 2028, with a 
CAGR of 5.2% over the forecast period.

AGROPUR INJECTS 
USD34M INTO 
TRURO PLANT

US

CONAGRA BRANDS OPENS NEW VEGETABLE 
PROCESSING FACILITY

PLMA: 42% OF CONSUMERS 
“VERY CONFIDENT” IN 
PRIVATE LABEL FF BRANDS

www.frozenfoodeurope.com 09
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I
n 2020, the size of the global 
market for ethnic food was 
USD45.27 billion, and it is 
anticipated that the market would 
increase from USD49.27 billion in 

2021 to USD98.06 billion in 2028, 
indicating a CAGR of 10.33% during 
that time, according to a report by 
Fortune Business Insights. Amid the 
COVID-19 epidemic, demand for a 
variety of different ethnic cuisines 
increased across the board. This was 
even though the pandemic had an 
unprecedentedly catastrophic impact 
on the entire world. According to 
the findings of an investigation 
conducted by Fortune Business 
Insight, the global market displayed a 
rise in growth, reaching 4.5 % year-

Manufacturers of frozen ethnic meals have 
been able to strike a healthy balance 
between the traditional origins of the 
flavors used in their products and the 

modern culinary tendencies that 
contribute to their popularity. 

Even more, individuals have been 
looking for novel and creative 
culinary experiences. A rise in 

global commerce and a growth 
in the convenience and cost 

of traveling to other countries 
are some of the factors that 

are contributing to an increase 
in the popularity of various 
ethnic cuisine alternatives 

from all over the world.

PRODUCTS 
FOR A 

GLOBAL 
CONSUMER  



on-year growth in the year 2020. This 
market's demand and growth are 
responsible for the spike in CAGR, 
and once the epidemic is finished, 
they will revert to the levels they 
were at before the outbreak. 
 
A STEADY INCREASE 
For the last few years, there has been 
continual growth in the amount of 
innovation in the packaged and frozen 
food market, Fortune Business Insights 
data shows. The major companies in 
the industry are concentrating their 
efforts on diversifying their product 
offerings around the globe by 
distributing a wide range of regional 
foodstuffs to consumers in other 
countries markets. To address the 
challenges that manufacturers are 
facing because of the COVID-19 
pandemic, novel, and inventive 
business strategies are currently being 
put into action. During the period 
under consideration, the marketing 
and sale of regional ethnic cuisine are 
anticipated to be impacted positively 
by the implementation of creative 
marketing strategies, which are 

anticipated to result in an expansion 
of the manufacturers' global reach 
and the provision of lucrative 
opportunities to the manufacturers. 
The Asia-Pacific region is the most 
important producer in the 
international market. Despite this, 
there will be a delay in the year 2020 
for the production and export of 
ethnic foods in the region because of 

the pandemic. China, which is one of 
the world's greatest manufacturers of 
foods from different ethnic groups, 
ran into problems with the 
production and export of many types 
of ethnic cuisine food products. As a 
result of COVID-19, many of the 
factories in the Asia Pacific region 
were forced to close their doors, and 
as a result, production dropped to 

very low levels. Even after the 
markets were reopened, only the 
production of vital commodities was 
restarted. As a result, only a small 
number of foods from the ethnic 
cuisine foods sector were 
manufactured, and manufacturing 
levels were significantly lower than 
normal for virtually the whole year 
2020. It is anticipated that the North 
American region, which consists of 
the United States of America, 
Canada, and Mexico, would have 
consistent expansion because of the 
rising demand for Asian food brought 
about by the movement of customers 
to this area. Additionally, according to 
the report by Fortune Business 
Insights, the surge in popularity of 
Asian ethnic group food products and 
other new ethnic cuisine foods in the 
North American region has propelled 
the demand for the import of various 
regional ethnic group foods. This is 
since both types of foods are 
considered to fall under the category 
of "new ethnic cuisine foods." 
Consumers have been interested in 
this food industry because of the 

98.06 
billion USD in 2028 

is the estimated value 
of the global ethnic 

foods market in 2028.

#
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rising popularity of frozen meals and 
other regional food items originating 
in smaller nations like Thailand, 
Vietnam, and the Philippines. It is 
anticipated that ongoing advances and 
technical breakthroughs in the 
process of preserving and freezing 
foods from ethnic cuisines would fuel 
the expansion of the market for 
ethnic cuisine foods in the United 
States in this region. 
 
BRINGING 
MEDITERRANEAN 
FLAVORS TO TABLES 
AROUND THE WORLD 
One of the more active markets for 
frozen ethnic foods in Europe is 
Greece. Here, manufacturers have 
managed to perfectly blend traditional 
ingredients with new, bold recipes to 
take Greek food way beyond the 
country’s borders. In 2022, Greek 
specialist Evoiki Zimi S.A. launched a 
new product called “Kunefe”. 

“Kunefe” is a crispy, cheese-filled 
dessert made with fillo kantaifi, based 
on a traditional recipe. Fillo kataifi is 
ready to bake a product that is 
served hot. Pour the ready-made 
syrup found inside the packaging 
(cold) on the hot “Kunefe” and enjoy 
this delicious dessert. “Kunefe” of 
Zimi Psachnon is distributed in the 
United Kingdom, Singapore, Iraq, 
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait, and 
Qatar. Both Fillo kataifi and “Kunefe” 
give a unique result (color and 
appearance) and a wonderful taste. 
Evoiki Zimi S.A. has been in the 
export business for more than 20 
years and expands every year its 
geographical distribution. One of its 
major products is fillo kataifi which is 
distributed in Europe (Austria, 
Germany, Belgium, United Kingdom, 
Italy, Baltic States), Asia (Japan, China, 
Taiwan, Singapore), and the Middle 
East (Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, 
United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Oman). 

Arabatzis is one of the leading 
producers of frozen dough products 
in Europe, and its consumer 
proposition is unique as it produces 
high-quality products with Greek and 
Mediterranean recipes — products like 
filo Rolls, bougatsa with cream or 
hazelnut Praline, traditional country-
style pies with spinach and Feta 
cheese (P.D.O.), puff pastries sheets 
and many more. Today, Arabatzis 
Michael SA ‘Hellenic dough’ produces 
many deep-frozen products like Filo 
Rolls, Puff Pastry sheets, Filo dough, 
Croissants, Traditional Pies, Pizzas, 
etc. which can be found in food 
stores, bakeries, hotels, supermarkets, 
and other retail outlets as well as 
restaurants worldwide. Another 
Greek producer, IONIKI last year 
showcased the world’s first spiral 
yogurt pie. After several attempts, the 
company has discovered how to 
“bake” yogurt without changing its 
texture and rich flavor. Besides its 
50% yogurt filling, this pie contains 
three other traditional products that 
complement its taste: Mediterranean 
olives, fresh oregano, and authentic 
Greek extra virgin olive oil. The spiral 
yogurt pie is available in three 
versions: Mini, Individual, and Pie. 
Companies can now offer it with 
their label on the packaging. 
 
A TASTE FOR 
THE EXOTIC 
A recent report by AI platform 
Tastewise shows that people are 
staying home as a result of 
unforeseen adjustments in travel 
restrictions brought about by global 
events, and as a result, they are 
delving more deeply into the cuisines 
of the many regions they are 
interested in. Those who are 
fortunate enough to have the 
opportunity to travel can participate 
in the growing trend of "slow 
tourism," which involves taking 
advantage of one-of-a-kind, regional 
culinary experiences while on 
vacation and then recreating those 
experiences in their kitchens when 
they return home. The popularity of 
regional cuisines from Latin America, 
the Caribbean, and India is increasing 
across the country. Over the past 
two years, there has been a 
consistent and growing interest 
among American customers in Indian 





border and coastal areas such as 
Bengal, Kashmir, Gujarat, Kerala, and 
Tamil. These regions include Bengal, 
Kashmir, Gujarat, Kerala, and Tamil. 
Consumer interest in rogan josh, a 
Kashmiri dish, has increased by +78% 
over the past two years. Misal, a 
Maharashtra dish, has increased by 
+135%, and falooda, a dessert, has 
increased by +40% over the same 
period. The most popular Indian 

dishes in the United States are well-
known staples such as kebabs, butter 
chicken, vada pav, and chicken tikka 
masala. However, the most popular 
dishes across South American and 
Caribbean regional cuisines include 
mofongo, a Puerto Rican plantain dish 
that has seen an increase in interest of 
+37% over the past two years; hallaca, 
a Venezuelan tamale dish that has 
seen an increase in interest of +50%; 
and chicharrones, fried pork skins that 
have regional variations across Latin 
America that have seen an increase in 
interest of +29%, in addition to other 
region-specific dishes. 
 
CONSUMERS 
SHIFT TO FROZEN 
There has been a significant shift in 
consumer preference for frozen food 
products for the past several years. At 
first, there were misunderstandings and 
a lack of clarity regarding these items 
and the freshness of their ingredients. 
However, as time has gone by, 
consumers have become more 
knowledgeable about the modern 
technologies that are utilized to 
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maintain the quality of frozen foods 
while they are being shipped over 
international fleets to a variety of 
markets. Now that customers are 
better informed about the advantages 
of freezing products, they are more 
open than ever before to try out 
frozen versions of their favorite foods. 
More new goods are being introduced 
by manufacturers in the frozen food 
categories, and customers are being 
drawn to the products that these 
manufacturers offer.There is an 
increasing variety of food products that 
were formerly questioned regarding 
their ability to maintain their freshness 
after being frozen but are now 
universally accepted in all worldwide 
markets. The tendency of 
concentrating on and eating cuisine 
from one's region goes hand in hand 
neatly with this development. The 
desire for local Asian and Italian cuisine 
among consumers in industrialized 
countries such as the United Kingdom, 
Canada, Germany, Italy, the United 
Arab Emirates, and the United States 
is growing because of high rates of 
relocation. Throughout the last few 
years, the market has been driven by 

growth trends such as these. Fortune 
Business Insights anticipates that the 
category of non-vegetarian ethnic 
cuisine food items would continue to 
dominate the worldwide market after 
it already did so in 2020. Foods that 
are not vegetarian are included in the 
diets of practically every member of 
the household in the countries of 
Europe, North America, South 
America, China, and the Middle East. 
Their typical diets include a greater 
proportion of meat, fish, and other 
non-vegetarian foods, and as the 
global consumption of meat, fish, and 
other non-vegetarian foods is far 
higher than the consumption of 
vegetables, the market is significantly 
larger. However, as information about 
the advantages of vegan diets and the 
consumption of vegetarian food 

becomes more widespread, some 
consumers are also gravitating toward 
vegetarian diets. This factor is 
expected to boost the market for 
vegetarian ethnic food during the 
forecast period, making it the 
segment of this category that is 
growing at the fastest rate. This 
market is segmented into 
supermarkets and hypermarkets, 
grocery shops, convenience stores, 
and internet retail channels, according 
to the kind of distribution channel it 
utilizes. The research company also 
expects that the proportion of the 
market share devoted to ethnic foods 
in Europe would expand at a more 
gradual rate when compared to other 
developed areas. The prevalence of 
meals associated with ethnic groups 
in Europe, such as those of the Italian, 
Spanish, French, and Greek cultures, 
inhibits the exponential expansion of 
cuisine associated with other cultures. 
For instance, there has been a 
significant demand for Spanish cuisine 
for a considerable amount of time; 
thus, the consumption of Mexican 
cuisine is not drastically growing, but 
the market for it is expanding steadily. n

>10%  
is the expected 

CAGR for the global 
ethnic foods market 

until 2028.

#



As one of the major producers of frozen pastries 
in Europe, please discuss how the market is 
evolving on this segment, including details about 
consumer preferences. 
Frozen dough products have historically been a resilient, steadily 
growing category, but now we believe it has an even greater 
future given how well it aligns with consumer trends towards 
convenience, safety, health & wellness (frozen pastry products 
have no need of preservatives and is as nutritious as fresh) and 
sustainability (less food waste). Our company Arabatzis SA 
"Hellenic Dough" is reaching consumers worldwide with our 
products, through our business partners. It is within our 
Marketing and New Product Development Strategy to 
continually track consumer preferences and trends. What we 
observe is an ever-increasing global demand for frozen dough 
products as consumers notice price increases and grow 
concerns about fresh food spoilage. These come together with 
the younger generation's needs for easy access and easy to 

prepare high-quality food, at the best possible value. Concerns 
about the shelf life of products is another major influence on 
shopper habits since consumers become more and more 
mindful of food waste. We are one of the leading frozen dough 
product companies, our consumer proposition is unique, as we 
produce clean label high-quality goods based on Greek - 
Mediterranean recipes. Products like filo dough, bougatsa with 
cream, traditional country pies with spinach and Feta cheese 
(P.D.O.), puff pastries and many more. All our products are 
made in Greece, in our modern and highly advanced factories, 
using the best ingredients. Our goal is to help our partners build 
incremental category value either by serving them with our 
brands or by helping them build their own product ranges. This 
is why relentlessly work to find the next meaningful consumer 
innovation, help to educate more consumers by leveraging the 
Bake-off corners and drive extra penetration through targeted 
promotional actions. And between you and me, the results year 
after year are quite rewarding! 

As export director of Arabatzis SA “Hellenic dough”, Sakis Ignatidis 
heads the exports of one of the biggest factories in dough business 
and shared his views with me, on several aspects, from pastry trends 
to the company’s expansion strategy.

Sakis Ignatidis, Arabatzis S.A ‘’Hellenic dough’’Exclusive Interview

As our products started to 
become known for their 

superior taste and value for 
money proposition, we were 

approached by global mass food 
retailers to enter their stores. We 
believe that both channels work 
complementary to our route to 

market strategy.

”
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Considering the two major channels of distribution - 
retails and foodservice - which of these are most 
prevalent to your business and why?  
Our products need to be physically available where our 
consumer shops. In that context, both mass food retail stores 
and foodservice outlets are key to reaching our consumers. In 
the early days, our strategy was focused only on foodservice. 
We believe in the value of this channel as we can actively seek 
direct feedback on the quality of our products. But as our 
products started to become known for their superior taste and 
value for money proposition, we were approached by global 
mass food retailers to enter their stores. We believe that both 
channels work complementary to our route to market strategy. 
The modern consumer is increasingly experimental. Extensive 
media coverage of global diet and cuisine along with personal 
travel have created awareness for one of best Greek traditional 
food, the pie- with a variety of fillings, which holds a special place 
in the country's cuisine, as it is among the oldest, simplest, and 
most delicious dish one can find in our Country. Finally, our 
flexibility ensures that we can adapt our production when 
required, serve, and satisfy consumers worldwide. 
 
Your exports now represent around 38% of the 
turnover. How do you see the company evolving in 
the coming future, in terms of exports and new 
product development? 
I remember that seven years ago, our company's sales were 
~EUR58M, with export sales representing 18% of the total 
turnover. In 2022, our company continues growing on a 
global level, reaching sales of more than +EUR100M with the 
exports reaching ~38% of the total turnover. Global expansion 
is and will be the key driver of growth for our company. My 
role is to travel all over the world, act as the ambassador of our 
great company and our delicious products and keep establishing 
new cooperation. We believe in the high quality of our 
products, their unique recipes, and their ability to adapt to local 
tastes, a skill, which as we expand globally, will fuel our export 
sales further year-after-year. 
 
Speaking of products, you have a portfolio of over 700 
different frozen pastry options - which are currently 
the best-sellers and how do you explain their success? 
In a world where authenticity and tradition are writing the 
innovation rulebook, our company Arabatzis "Hellenic Dough" 
S.A safeguards our land's tradition, selects only the best and 
purest ingredients, offering to the consumers a wide range of 
fine products that stand out for their quality and superb taste. 
We have an expanded portfolio of products, all produced 
with care and attention. Some of the most successful are the 
twirled pies with feta cheese, the spinach rolls, and the big 
traditional pies. Our products are for sharing on a table full of 
quality foods among our family and our friends. It is at these 
valuable, social moments, that we want our products to be 
served and excite all our senses. For the Greek people and 
the millions of tourists who visit Greece every year they are a 
reminder of happy times, family gatherings and unforgettable 
tastes. As we expand globally, we aim to increase our 
penetration in new consumer segments and partner with local 
retailers, so that we provide them high-quality frozen dough 
products, suitable to their taste.  

Please discuss the investments you are currently 
making and have planned for the future, regarding the 
expansion of production capacity and the upcoming 
opening of the new production plant. 
To fulfil the increased demand, the company invested in a new 
manufacturing facility, to double our production capacity. The 
fourth production plant of Arabatzis "Hellenic Dough" S.A, 
operating since the end of 2021, is continuously getting 
equipped with new production lines to accommodate the 
increasing demand and enable the completion of the new 
projects in line. 
 
Besides the European continent, which other global 
markets do you consider to be attractive for your 
business and what is your strategy of expansion in 
the future? 
The company will keep seeking, developing, and investing in long 
lasting business relationships all over the world, so as to serve 
more and more consumers globally. We already serve more 
than 43 countries. We have plans to expand this list further in 
2022 while supporting our existing partners to grow faster. n

The fourth production plant of 
Arabatzis "Hellenic Dough" S.A, 

operating since the end of 2021, is 
continuously getting equipped with 

new production lines to accommodate 
the increasing demand and enable the 
completion of the new projects in line.

”



C
oated foods continue to 
represent a popular meal 
option for both in-home 
and out-of-home eating 
occasions. Although the 

market is still dominated by products 
based around proteins such as 
poultry and fish, it also encompasses 
other forms of coated foods — 
notable examples include potato 
croquettes, breaded vegetables 
(which often represent a popular 

form of appetiser in foodservice 
channels), breaded cheese bites and 
more specialist foods, such as falafel. 
The trend towards vegetarianism and 
veganism has also led to the 
emergence of coated foods made 
with meat and fish substitutes.  
Across most of Europe, coated foods 
are sold via retail and foodservice 
channels. The retail market is 
dominated by a handful of large 
multinational suppliers and their 

brands, of which Nomad Foods 
(owner of brands such as Birds Eye 
and Iglo) is the largest. Within the 
foodservice industry, sales of coated 
poultry products such as chicken 
nuggets and goujons are well-
represented in channels such as quick 
service restaurants (QSRs), pubs and 
bars and represent a staple offering for 
KFC and its many imitators. In contrast, 
coated fish and seafood have a far 
more modest presence within the 
QSRs sector across much of Europe. 
The exceptions to this rule are fish and 
chip shops, which are widely found 
within the UK and Ireland and are 
strongly associated with battered fish 
(usually cod or haddock). 
Some of Europe’s largest markets for 
coated foods include the UK, 
Germany and the Benelux and 
Scandinavian countries, due to the 
widespread popularity of convenience 
meal centres. Sizeable non-European 
markets for coated foods include the 
US, Canada and Australia, as well as 
Asian countries such as China and 
Japan which are associated with 
certain types of coatings.  
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The recovery of the coated foods market in 
the post-pandemic world has been 
threatened by the situation in Ukraine and 
the escalating cost of key ingredients.

RECOVERY  
UNDER 
THREAT 

Coated/Breaded/Batter Foods By Jonathan Thomas
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COATINGS – TECHNOLOGIES & TRENDS 
The global market for food coatings (of which batters 
and breadings represent a significant sector) is worth an 
estimated USD3bn at present and growing. Much of this 
growth is being driven by the desire of manufacturers of 
coated foods to offer new taste profiles and flavours, as 
well as improved textures. In some instances, the 
popularity of ethnic cuisine has influenced coatings — for 
example, tastes from the Deep South in the US remain a 
perennial favourite, as evidenced by the proliferation of 
products promoted as ‘Southern Fried.’ Coatings derived 
from Indian, Chinese, Mexican and Japanese cooking have 
also come to market as the sector has developed.  
Coatings such as batters and breadings are typically used 
to improve the sensory appeal of foods by enhancing 
taste, appearance and texture. These types of coatings 
also help to retain the moisture of foods during the 
deep-frying process. Additionally, both batters and 
breadings can protect meat and seafood during 
the freezing and frying processes, assisting in 
holding in moisture which results in a juicier 
finished product. Batters have traditionally 
been made by mixing flour and liquids (usually 
milk or eggs), with other ingredients 
sometimes used as leavening agents. Breadings 
are drier coatings, consisting of particles that stick 
to the surface of the fish or meat.  
In recent years, the sector has witnessed the 
development of coatings suitable for gluten-free foods. 
These have been made using flours made from 
vegetables and pulses such as chickpeas and lentils. 
Tempura batter — which is typically made from ice water, 
flour and egg yolks and produces a crispier texture — has 
travelled west from its Japanese base and is now used for 
a range of coated foods in European markets. Another 
Japanese coating which is gaining in popularity is panko 
breadcrumbs, which offer a lighter, crispier and flakier 
coating compared with more traditional breadcrumbs, 
since it absorbs less oil and grease. 
Manufacturers of coated foods have also been 
experimenting with grains and seeds, which carry obvious 
health appeal. In the UK market, for example, the Birds 
Eye range from Nomad Foods includes fish fillets with a 
Seeded Crust coating, encompassing ingredients such as 
sunflower seeds, pumpkin seeds and linseeds. The same 
company supplies Filegro breaded Alaskan pollock in the 
German market — these are coated with breadings based 
on pretzels, multigrain and rye.  
 
RECENT POLITICAL 
AND ECONOMIC DISRUPTIONS 
The recent pandemic caused a surge in the number of 
home-eating occasions, as many foodservice 
establishments were forced to close due to lockdown 
measures. Convenience foods such as battered and 
breaded products were one of the main beneficiaries in 
markets such as the UK, with frozen scampi one such 
example. Leading manufacturers such as Nomad Foods 
also reported a growing demand for what it termed 
‘fakeaways’, i.e. products similar to those experienced in 
foodservice establishments but which could be purchased 
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from retail outlets. Coated foods such 
as chicken nuggets and battered fish 
fell into this category, with sales of 
chicken strips and goujons increasing 
by 15% within the last two years.  
In contrast, many foodservice 
operators were severely impacted by 
the pandemic, with sales of coated 
foods via these channels dramatically 
reduced. Some companies were 
forced to adopt new business 
practices, such as experimenting with 
online ordering (e.g. via food delivery 
platforms like Deliveroo and 
UberEats). However, the industry has 
shown signs of recovery since the 
worst of the pandemic passed. In 
2021, visits to the UK’s fish and chip 
shops recovered faster than any other 
foodservice channel, with visits 
reaching 65% of pre-pandemic levels. 
Expenditure at fish and chip shops in 

2021 amounted to 86% of pre-
pandemic levels.  
A more recent disruption to the 
market has come from Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine, a situation that 
remains ongoing at the time of 
writing. Costs for manufacturers and 
foodservice operators have soared 
since the crisis began, placing a strain 
on margins which had already been 
thin for many companies. The conflict 
in Ukraine has resulted in shortages 
of some of the products used in the 
manufacture and preparation of many 
battered and breaded foods — 
examples include sunflower oil (a 
major Ukrainian export, the price of 
which has escalated by over 80% in 
recent months) and wheat, of which 
Russia had been the world’s leading 
exporter prior to 2022. Russia had 
also previously ranked as a leading 
exporter of much of the white fish 
typically used in coated products.  
This increase in prices has had a 
serious effect on the UK’s 10,000 fish 
and chip shops, according to trade 
body the National Federation of Fish 
Friers (NFFF). The NFFF has 
expressed fears that the industry — 
which is currently worth around 
GBP1.2bn per annum — could lose up 

3 
bn USD is the estimated 

value of the global 
market for food coatings.

#
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to a third of its operators, since many 
have little scope to raise prices to 
cover the increased cost of ingredients. 
The NFFF has called for governmental 
support to assist the sector, such as 
reducing business rates.  
 
OTHER MARKET TRENDS 
Within the UK market, some of the 
more popular varieties of coated fish 
and seafood at present include frozen 
fish fingers, frozen battered fish and 
frozen breaded fish, which were 
worth around GBP195m, GBP192m 
and GBP175m respectively in the 
year ending October 2021. Together, 
these three sectors accounted for 
over half (52%) of total frozen fish 
and seafood products sold via 
multiple retail channels. Further down 
the list, sales of frozen fish cakes 
during this time amounted to 
GBP22.5m, with non-coated seafood 
accounting for the remainder of the 
market. In the year ending October 
2021, sales of frozen battered fish 
increased by more than 7%, but 
much lower growth of under 1% 
was recorded by the frozen breaded 
fish sector. Sales of frozen fish 
fingers declined by almost 3%.  
The composition of the market for 

chilled coated fish and seafood sold 
via multiple retail channels is markedly 
different. In 2021, the breaded fish 
sector was the market’s largest by 
value, worth over GBP123m, ahead 
of chilled fishcakes (worth almost 
GBP110m) and chilled battered fish 
(worth just over GBP49m). Although 
sales of chilled fish fingers were worth 
less than GBP11m, the sector 
experienced growth of more than 
19% during the year ending October 
2021. The presence of coated 
products is much more modest 
within the chilled category than is the 
case for frozen, accounting for just 
12% of overall sales. 
Manufacturers have continued to 
experiment with new forms of 
coatings for fish and seafood, 
incorporating ingredients such as 
seeds, spices and specialist varieties 
like tempura batter. Within the UK 
market, consumers have been turning 
in greater numbers towards scampi, 
which has become something of a 
favourite within the last couple of 
years. In 2021, Youngs Seafood 
(which had been acquired by the 
Canadian company Sofina Foods from 
CapVest Partners earlier in the year) 
extended its Chip Shop range with 

new Scampi coated in its signature 
bubbly batter. The company’s existing 
range of scampi (which includes 
varieties such as Gastro Wholetail 
and Jumbo Wholetail, as well as 
Popcorn Scampi Bites) is now worth 
GBP37m at the retail level.  
Demand for coated foods such as 
chicken nuggets continues to benefit 
from the global shift away from red 
meat towards poultry. Between 2021 
and 2030, the poultry sector is 
expected to increase its share of 
global meat consumption from 39% 
to 41%, driven by its lower cost and 
perceived healthier nature compared 
with red meat. At present, per capita 
consumption of poultry is highest in 
countries such as Israel, the US, 
Australia, Malaysia, Brazil, Argentina 
and Saudi Arabia. 
 
THE IMPORTANCE 
OF TASTE PROFILES 
Much of the new product activity 
taking place within the market for 
coated poultry products has focused 
upon the development of new and 
innovative taste profiles, in some 
instances to more closely replicate 

~7.2 
million British adults 

follow a meat-free diet, 
while vegans and 

vegetarians appear set 
to account for around a 

quarter of the UK 
population by 2025.

#



dishes usually found on foodservice 
menus. In the UK, Nomad Foods 
extended its Chicken Shop range — 
which encompasses products such as 
chicken strips, nuggets and burgers — 
with new Salt & Pepper Goujons. 
First launched in 2018, sales of the 
Chicken Shop brand grew by 54% in 
the yar ending January 2022, reflecting 
its success while much of the UK 
foodservice industry was closed. 
Consumer health concerns are 
expected to remain a significant 
driver within the coated foods market 
over the coming years. Many leading 
manufacturers of coated fish and 
seafood now actively promote the 
fact that their products are high in 
omega-3, which has been linked with 
lower blood pressure and 
improvements to brain and ocular 
health. Meanwhile, more products 
suitable for people following gluten-
free diets have emerged in product 
sectors such as fish fingers.  
Another expanding sector at present 
is the market for coated vegan and 
vegetarian foods. The number of 
consumers falling into these 

categories continues to grow, even 
though vegans still account for less 
than 1% of the global population. It is 
estimated that there are 
approximately 7.2 million British 
adults following a meat-free diet, 
while vegans and vegetarians appear 
set to account for around a quarter 
of the UK population by 2025. 

Further afield, although less only 5% 
of the European population is classed 
as vegan or vegetarian, around 23% 
now count themselves as ‘flexitarian’, 
i.e. eating meat less frequently. This 
data suggests the market for coated 
meat-free foods will continue to grow 
within the next few years.  
One of the vegan market’s leading 
suppliers is Nomad Foods, via its 

Green Cuisine range. This is present 
in European countries such as the 
UK, Belgium and the Netherlands, 
with consumer penetration in the 
UK market now amounting to 
almost 7%. The brand was 
relaunched in the UK during the 
summer of 2022, in a campaign 
valued at GBP4.4m, encouraging 
people to reassess their eating 
habits in the light of the prevailing 
sustainability and environmental 
concerns. Some of the more recent 
additions to the Green Cuisine 
range have included Fishless Fingers 
(which achieved sales worth over 
GBP0.6m within their first year of 
launch) and Fishless Fillets. In the 
Dutch market, the Green Cuisine 
range includes products such as 
Vegetarian Spicy Sticks and 
Spinach Sticks.  
In March 2022, Sofina Foods entered 
the market via the launch of a new 
range of frozen plant-based fish 
alternatives from its Greenland 
Seafood subsidiary. The new range 
included coated foods such as fish-
free fingers and cakes. n

coated products 
make up for just   ~7.2 

of overall sales within 
the chilled category.

#
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A
ccording to a study by 
Euromonitor, the proponents 
of the shift toward plant-based 
diets are flexitarians. 
Consumers who strictly 

adhere to veganism and vegetarianism 
still make up a small portion of the 
population, while those who avoid 
animal-based meals made up more than 
40% of all consumers worldwide in 
2020. In general, health and animal rights 
are the two main reasons people 
choose these diets, but there are 
regional variations. For example, while 
more ethical considerations 
undoubtedly predominate in markets 
like the UK and Germany, health 
considerations are equally significant in 
the US and Australia. Cost is important 
for adoption, and this is truer during 

economic downturns. The COVID-19 
epidemic has increased the demand for 
plant-based foods. Retail sales of 
products like milk substitutes and meat 
substitutes have increased dramatically, 
especially in Western nations. Price is 
still a major obstacle to acceptance, 
though, as plant-based products are still 
more expensive than their animal-based 
equivalents. Reduced discretionary 
incomes make it more crucial than ever 
to close the price gap. In terms of 
product, vegetarian and vegan claims (or 
"dairy-free" in the case of dairy 
substitutes) are significantly more 
common than the "plant-based" claim in 
terms of positioning. Plant-based 
ingredients are seen as more welcoming 
and alluring by a wider range of 
consumers; however, combining them 

with a vegan claim or trademark can 
increase customer confidence and add 
transparency regarding the product's 
100% plant-based composition. The 
plant-based food business has a 
promising future thanks to significant 
innovations in cheese and fish 
alternatives. In the upcoming years, the 
plant-based food industry is expected 
to expand quickly. Numerous 
manufacturers and ingredient firms are 
anticipated to continue to develop 
specialized product categories, such as 
alternatives for fish or cheese. This has 
recently been demonstrated by major 
food companies like Fromageries Bel 
and Nestlé launching new products in 
the market. Vegan baked foods 
and confections are other future-
looking industries. 

In recent years, the food and beverage business has been subjected to a 
discernible paradigm shift. The allure of processed meals that are loaded 
with artificial additives is dwindling among consumers as they gain a 
greater understanding of the relationship between the foods they eat 
and their overall health and well-being. Consumers are increasingly 
gravitating toward vegan foods because of these considerations.

HEALTHIER 
ALTERNATIVES  

ABOUND 

By Bogdan Angheluta Vegetarian and Vegan Food 



ALTERNATIVES AVAILABLE 
ON ALL SUB-CATEGORIES 
According to Dasha Shor, Global Food 
and Drink Analyst at Mintel, innovation 
in plant-based seafood is accelerating. In 
recent years, innovation in meat 
substitutes has mainly concentrated on 
red and white meat substitutes, whereas 
seafood substitutes have remained 
relatively niche. However, the 
development of seafood made from 
plants has accelerated recently. 
Alternatives to fish and shellfish are 
popular as both major and small 
businesses produce tuna and lox 
without using any animals (brined 
salmon fillet). Consumer interest in fish 
alternatives is influenced by a number of 
factors, in addition to the health 
advantages of a plant-based diet. Fish 
alternatives can solve ethical and 
environmental concerns. In addition to 
overfishing, there are issues with labor 
abuses (such as peeling shrimp) and 
environmental contamination, such as 
microplastics, as well as illnesses that 
harm communities of farmed fish. 
Additionally, fish alternatives give 
customers more plant-based options. A 

range of seafood species lends 
themselves to the development of 
plant-based substitutes, providing 
consumers looking to change up their 
routine of plant-based protein with 
more diversity. Fish alternatives are 
available in practical, straightforward 
cooking forms for customers who aren't 
very comfortable cleaning and deboning 
fresh fish. Future plant-based seafood 
products may also find a market niche 
by emulating species like sea urchin, 
bluefin tuna, sturgeon, or fish roe that are 
rare, endangered, or more challenging to 
acquire, clean, and transport. 
Valentin Thies, Senior Food and Drink 
Analyst, Mintel Germany writes that 
‘Snackification’ could become a key 
catalyst in driving further growth for 
meat alternative sales in Germany in 

2022. Mintel's analyst goes on to explain 
that snackification is the practice of 
substituting a variety of snacks for 
traditional meals throughout the day. 
Smaller snack formats could open up 
new eating occasions with flexitarians if 
the meat alternative industry in 
Germany becomes more saturated with 
goods aimed at main mealtimes (such as 
burgers). Despite the fact that more 
than half of German snackers eat at 
least once a day, many meat substitute 
businesses have not yet addressed this 
issue. Younger consumers, especially 
those aged 16 to 24, present a 
significant business potential in Germany 
because they are the ones who drive 
the demand for eco- and health-friendly 
plant-based meals. Nearly six out of ten 
of them choose to snack rather than 
have a real meal at least once each 
week. Snacks made without meat must 
possess certain properties to be a 
respectable and practical meal 
replacement. Beyond organoleptic 
qualities like flavor, texture, and color, 
attention should be paid to aspects like 
high satiety and nutrient density (i.e., the 
ratio of healthy nutrients to calories). 

>40% 
of all consumers 

avoided animal-based 
meals worldwide 

in 2020.
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Meat substitute snacks can boost the 
nutrient density and elevate trendy 
components like pea protein that keep 
you full. Additionally, attention should be 
paid to elements in the marketing 
message that satisfy hunger at break 
times. The market leader in Germany 
for meat substitutes, Rügenwalder 
Mühle, capitalized on the snackification 
movement in 2021 by introducing a 
shelf-stable vegetarian salami snack that 
is high in protein and unsaturated fatty 
acids. For customers who want to limit 
their meat consumption, it competes 
with meat snack brands. 
 
TARGETING HEALTH-
CONSCIOUS CONSUMERS 
"Innovation is very important for Le Duc 
Veggie," Jolanda van der Hak of Le Duc 
Fine Food B.V. says. "To reach a broad 
target group we will keep on surprising 
your clients with new innovative 
vegetarian/vegan products. However, 
the growth in the volume of our current 
assortment is also challenging. In the 
past few months, Le Duc built an extra 
production hall to meet the rising 
demand and at the moment we started 
to use the extra production capacity, 
we already needed more. The trend of 
eating meatless and the demand for 
natural based products is growing 
rapidly all over the world." Jolanda van 
der Hak believes that one new trend is 
to use the broadly accepted cheese 
appetizers as a trigger for vegetarian 
snacks. However, she says, it's important 
to check whether the cheese appetizers 
are actually made with vegetarian 
rennet. "The evolution of the overall 
international market is one of strong 
growth and a shortage of available 
ingredients. Due to the situation in 
Ukraine and strong global demand, 
sometimes it’s difficult to get the right 
qualitative ingredients. Of course, Le 

Duc has built strong relationships with 
suppliers and managed to obtain said 
ingredients, but like other suppliers, at a 
higher price." This year, the company 
has invested in a new production hall 
and several new production and 
packaging lines. "Due to the fact that 
rising demand will continue, I expect 
more investments in the coming years. 
And of course investment in new 
products. We will be present at the 
SIAL in Paris and we will introduce 
some new veggie appetizers," Jolanda 
van der Hak adds. "One of our 
innovative products, the vegan chili 
cheese nuggets are listed by one of our 
big clients and communicated by a big 
QSR chain. It is really successful already. 
Also, we introduced small mini onion 
rings and some spicy appetizers. The 
unique Le Duc products such as Goat 
Cheese Bites, Broccoli Cheese Nuggets, 
and Camembert Bites are also selling 
very well." 
 
TAPPING INTO 
THE MARKET 
In the first quarter of 2022, the 
Frostkrone Food Group introduced its 
new vegetarian and vegan finger food 
and snack variations. The product range 
includes a huge selection of meatless 
snacks: Sweetcorn & Chilli: sweet and 

spicy corn, seasoned the Mexican way 
and enveloped in crunchy batter; 
Mozzarella Bricks: outside crispy and 
crunchy, inside soft, velvety Mozzarella — 
these Mozzarella Bricks taste particularly 
good as soon as they come off the 
barbecue; Halloumi-Style Fries: the sticks 
are made of aromatic halloumi cheese 
in a crispy golden batter, tempura-style. 
Also from Frostkrone come the burger 
patties: Vegan Beef Burger from the 
plant-based range known as “Really?!”; 
the Vegetable Burger; the Sweetcorn 
Burger; and the Barbecued Gouda 
Patties. All products are pre-fried and 
deep-frozen. Also in 2022, Brakes, the 
UK’s leading foodservice supplier, has 
launched a new range of ‘traditional’ 
vegan desserts aimed at helping 
operators capitalize on increasing 
demand for vegan products outside of 
the home. The desserts were launched 
following research that showed that, 
while consumers increasingly want 
vegan products, they also want familiar, 
nostalgic comfort food, a trend that has 
been driven by the COVID-19 
pandemic. The new range of British-
made classic hot pudding desserts, 
including Syrup Sponge Pudding, 
Raspberry Jam Pudding, and Sticky 
Toffee Pudding, has been reimagined to 
be suitable for vegans. The desserts are 
pre-cut rather than from an individual 
mold to achieve a more rustic, 
homemade appearance. n
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“P
artnering with potato 
processors to determine 
what is possible to 
accomplish their goals is 
at the forefront of what 

we do. We are constantly working 
with customers around the globe to 
develop cutting edge innovations in 
technology,” says Alan Major, chief 
sales officer, Urschel. “This includes 
developing new cut shapes, increasing 
existing capabilities of machinery 
already in the market, and designing 
new machines based on the needs of 
our customers. With design and 
manufacturing under one roof, Urschel 
is constantly developing and expanding 
on what is possible in food cutting 
technology.” According to Urschel’s VP 
of Applications & Product 
Development Mike Jacko, the Model 
CC Slicer continues to be the go-to 
slicer for chips/crisps. “The operating 
principle could not be more proven in 
the industry. Product is delivered to 
the feed hopper assembly and enters 
the rotating impeller. Centrifugal force 
holds the product against the inner 
surfaces of the each cutting station. As 
product passes each cutting station, 
slices, shreds, or strips are produced. 
The machine may be equipped with a 

As a result of the potato sector's continued 
status as one of the most active, it should 
be expected that the technology engaged 

in the industry is continually undergoing 
nearly daily improvements. The goal of 

manufacturers is to achieve the optimal 
trade-off between product quality and 

price, while also taking into account other 
factors such as efficiency and 

environmental impact.

BETTER, MORE 
RELIABLE   

TECHNOLOGY 

By Bogdan Angheluta Potato Technology
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2, 5, or 10 HP (1.5, 3.7, or 7.5 kW) 
motor. Urschel is continuing to expand 
on the machine's capabilities. It's 
amazing how a machine could capture 
such a strong market, but the CC has 
evolved with the crisp/chip industry. 
We have developed a wide spectrum 
of slice shapes including Crinkle, V, Flat-
V®, and Z. Widely known for slices, 
the CC provides even more versatility 
in the many shred shapes including Full, 
Reduced-V, Full Flat-V, Reduced Flat-V, 
Oval, Reduced Oval (Crescent), Strips, 
Julienne, and even grating options.” 
Mike Jacko explains that Urschel 
partners with customers around the 
world. The company has invested in 
the infrastructure to strongly support 
customer initiatives. Direct offices offer 
customers direct assistance with their 
specific objectives. “Some of our 
customers have shown a strong 
interest expanding on the capabilities 
of the CCL. The CCL is a member of 
the CC series. It offers unique lattice 
slices available in different thicknesses: 
fine with a translucent appearance, 8 
corrugations per inch and the smallest 
lattice holes; coarse with a less 
translucent appearance and 5.7 
corrugations per inch with small lattice 
holes, and deep lattice waffle fries with 
2.25 corrugations per inch with the 
most pronounced lattice holes,” he 
adds. “The French fry flat and crinkle 
strip and potato dicing market is ever-
growing. The DiversaCut series 
provides a myriad of cutting solutions 
for all types of potato SKUs including 
sweet potatoes.” The DiversaCut series 
is made up of several models. Notably, 
the DiversaCut 2110A® Dicer (DCA) 
and Sprint 2® Dicer (SPR2). The DCA 

is one of our larger dicers and accepts 
input products up to 10" (254 mm) in 
any dimension, whereas the SPR2 
possesses a smaller footprint and 
accepts products up to 6.5" (165 mm). 
The DCA may be outfitted with either 
a 5 or 10 HP (3.7 or 7.5 kW) and be 
able to run up to 90 hertz with 
supported heavy-duty 
components/gearing to obtain the 
highest capacities. The SPR may be 
equipped with a 1.5 or 3 HP (1.1 or 
2.2 kW) to offer flexibility to small to 
moderate size processors. The 
DiversaCut series will produce slices, 
strips, granulations, shreds, or dices in 
flat/straight or a variety of crinkle and V 
shapes. Deep crinkle, granulation, and 
strip cuts have shown to be the most 
popular in the last two years. “The 
Comitrol® Processor line of milling 
and particle size reduction equipment 
reduces products down to micro-
dimensions. Different types of 
reduction heads work with impellers, 
feeding styles, and horsepower to 
make up the range of machine models 
available in the Comitrol series to 
provide an effective solution for a 
multitude of dry, semi-dry, and liquid 
size reduction application. Flake cutting 
for hashbrowns, reduction of dried 
potato flakes into a powder, rework 
projects, potato starch reductions, 
mashed potatoes, potato thickening 
agents, soup bases, and many other 
applications exist under the Comitrol 
umbrella. Standard operations include 
granulating, milling, flaking, shredding, 
slicing, liquefying, dispersing, blending, 
emulsifying, pureeing, and 
homogenizing,” Jacko says. New to 
both the DiversaCut 2110A and Sprint 

2 Dicers, a built-in conveyor discharge. 
This feature enables full discharge of cut 
product and is preferred among batch 
processors dispensing into totes. The 
conveyor discharge is designed to be at 
the most optimum height specifically for 
totes, according to Alan Major. “The 
development of the SH-14 (Shredding) 
and SL-14 (Slicing) MicroAdjustable® 
Heads has made a huge impact on 
increasing capacities. The advantages of 
implementing one of these heads 
doesn't end with the increased capacity 
due to the 14 cutting stations. 
Processors are experiencing longer run 
times between knife changes. Operator 
interaction is minimized. Both heads are 
more user friendly versus the standard 
8-station heads. Urschel is continuing to 
expand on the 14-station line of cutting 
heads. Patented SlideLocc™design 
allows changeover of heads in three 
easy steps with limited tools. New for 
the Comitrol series, the Model 1700 
now has an optional HMI. HMI benefits: 
identifies misaligned sensors, soft start 
faults and fixes, total machine runtime, 
motor loads and overfeeding issues, 
and remote start/stop when connected 
to a control center,” he concludes. 

The French fry flat 
and crinkle strip and 

potato dicing market 
is ever-growing. The 

DiversaCut series 
provides a myriad of 

cutting solutions for all 
types of potato SKUs 

including sweet potatoes. 
Mike Jacko, VP of Applications 

& Product Development 
at Urschel
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SORTING, AN ESSENTIAL 
STEP IN ASSURING 
PRODUCT QUALITY 
TOMRA Food has launched the 
TOMRA 5C premium sorting machine, 
with the company’s unique biometric 
signature identification technology, for 
frozen Vegetables. By locating the 
TOMRA 5C on the processing line 
between the IQF tunnel and the 
packing station, final checks for food 
safety and product quality can be made 
with unrivalled accuracy. As the frozen 
product reaches the end of the line for 
bagging, the sorter recognizes and 
removes any remaining foreign 
material, extraneous vegetable matter 
(EVM), and hard-to-detect product 
defects, such as stems and stalks with 
green beans and nightshade with peas. 
These detection capabilities greatly 
reduce the risks of consumer 
complaints or product recalls - already 
a vital requirement, and one that is 
harder to meet with organically-grown 
fruit and vegetables, which typically get 
delivered to processing lines containing 
more unwanted materials such as 
insects, rodents, and EVM. As well as 
protecting brand reputations, the 
TOMRA 5C's state-of-the-art 
technologies deliver other operational 
advantages. Compared to its highly 
effective predecessor, the Nimbus BSI, 
this new machine further enhances 
sorting efficiency and yields; is easier to 
keep running in optimum condition; 
has a more hygienic design which 
reduces cleaning time by about 35% 
compared to the Nimbus and has a 
capacity that's greater by 5-10%. The 
TOMRA 5C was first introduced in 

2020 to sort Dried Fruit and Nuts but 
was designed from the outset for many 
different applications, including IQF 
Vegetables and Fruit. This machine is 
now being made available for IQF lines 
following tests with one major IQF 
Vegetables processor in the USA and 
another in Europe. Validation was 
conducted over an intensive six-week 
period, with the machines working for 
two or more shifts per day and sorting 
four to five tons of product every hour. 
Sorting performance was assessed with 
more than 20 different types of 
Vegetables, mono and mixed. The trials 
showed consistently excellent results - 
even with Vegetables that are 
traditionally difficult to sort, such as 
white cauliflower, and even when 
looking for foreign materials that are 
difficult to detect, such as nightshade 
mixed in with peas. The TOMRA 5C's 
sorting accuracy is made possible by 
combining high-resolution lasers with 
TOMRA's innovative Biometric 
Signature Identification (BSI) 
technology, which means that 

every object passing down the line is 
assessed not only for its color and 
shape, but also biological characteristics. 
This next-generation spectral imaging is 
able to look inside materials on the line 
by identifying their unique biometric 
characteristics or ‘fingerprint’. BSI clearly 
contrasts good and bad materials and 
is able to detect even smaller defects 
than those recognized by conventional 
spectral technology. Efficiency is also 
improved by connectivity to the cloud-
based data platform TOMRA Insight. 
By accessing live data from the sorter, 
operators can make almost instant 
improvements to line efficiencies. 
When frozen vegetable products are 
mixed, this facility can ensure that each 
bag is packed with the right mix. 
Moreover, accessing data 
retrospectively makes it possible to 
quantify the standards of raw materials 
from suppliers and to make better-
informed business decisions. Keeping 
the TOMRA 5C running for optimum 
performance is aided by a Heartbeat 
feature, which gives one-click 
information about the machine's health 
status and automatically triggers alarms 

Compared to its highly 
effective predecessor, 

the Nimbus BSI, this 
new machine further 
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if their faults. Cleaning is made easier 
and uptime is increased by a hygienic 
machine design with minimal and 
curved surfaces and easy access. 
Operation is made easy with the well-
proven TOMRA ACT user interface. 
And this machine has proven in 
validation that it can withstand the 
tough conditions found in IQF 
environments, with an ability to 
perform well in temperatures as hot as 
50°C or as cold as -30°C. 
 
CUTTING SOLUTIONS 
DESIGNED FOR EASY 
INTEGRATION 
According to FAM Stumabo, the 
high-volume processing of potatoes 
into French fries is typically done with a 
hydrocutter system, using water to 
feed potatoes at high velocity through 
a set of blades in a chipgun head. 
Medium and low volume processing, as 
well as specialty cuts such as crinkle 
fries and dices, are best cut in 
mechanical drum dicers. "FAM 
Stumabo’s hydrocutting heads and 
precision blades are a perfect solution 
for high-volume French fries processing. 
They produce a very clean cut with 
optimized length and high efficiency. 
The hydrocutting heads are extremely 
flexible, allowing a wide variety of cut 
sizes and shapes such as square cuts, 
rectangular cuts, wedges to slices in 
both flat and crinkle cut. This is topped 
up by even more specialty cuts such as 
the crinkle steak, beefeater, deep 
crinkle wedges, etc. The Stumabo 
hydrocutting heads and blades can be 
integrated into all known hydrocutting 
installations. FAM Stumabo gladly think 
along with processors for the co-
creation of new shapes." FAM 
Stumabo’s best sellers for low to 
medium as well as specialty-cut French 
fries processing are the FAM Tridis™ 
and FAM Dorphy mechanical dicers. 
The Tridis 180P is the latest addition to 
the highly advanced Tridis potato dicer 
range. Based on its larger, ultra-high 
capacity 240P sibling, the Tridis 180P 
now also enables medium-capacity 
potato processors to achieve the same 
reliability and highest cut quality. It 
meets all the needs of any modern 
potato processor. Since its launch, 
Tridis quickly gained its place in the 
potato segment and is now in 
operation at major potato processors 
around the world. The customers rely 

on the Tridis technology for a wide 
variety of high-quality, flat, crinkle, deep 
crinkle fries, dices, and slices. "Dorphy is 
FAM’s entry-level dicer and French fry 
cutter, perfectly suited for and well 
received by many smaller volume 
processors requiring high quality from 
an easy to-operate potato dicer. All 
the FAM Stumabo cutting solutions are 
designed for easy integration into both 
new and existing lines from all major 
equipment suppliers. They are 
increasingly capable of upstream and 
downstream interaction, enabling light-
out production," company 
representatives say. Successful cutting 
potatoes depends on many variables. It 
all starts with knowing the produce. 
"Potato variety, size, shape, solid 
content, fresh vs stored, skin-on or 
skin-off, steam-, abrasive- or knife 
peeled process are all but just a few 
elements that are critical to successfully 
cutting potatoes. With climate change, 
growing conditions and potato 
characteristics become ever more 
fluctuating and variable, putting 
pressure on efficiency and yield. 
Obtaining a perfect French fry from an 
unpredictable and often imperfect 
potato will rely on using advanced 
processing and cutting technology. At 
FAM Stumabo, they take great pride in 
understanding the complexities and 
challenges of cutting potatoes. The 
product knowledge and in-house 
design and manufacturing of 
mechanical cutters, cutting tools, 
hydrocutter heads, and precision 
blades, allow them to offer industry-

leading innovation when it comes to 
potato cutting in any cut shape, size 
and capacity." FAM Stumabo is striving 
to offer customers always better and 
ever more efficient potato cutting 
solutions by focusing on continuous 
improvements and innovations related 
to cut quality, cut consistency, machine 
reliability, total cost of ownership, 
sanitation, operator safety, and 
userfriendliness, representatives say. 
"FAM Stumabo has a range of 
innovative cutting solutions dedicated 
to potato processing. Its cutting 
solutions are designed for even the 
most demanding production 
environments with the highest level of 
efficiency at peak production volumes, 
with minimal downtime and the lowest 
TCO in mind. The choice of the right 
blade is also critical to the cutting 
process: at FAM Stumabo, blades are 
made in-house from the best food-
grade stainless steel materials. Modern 
fully automated production methods 
guarantee that the same quality is 
produced blade after blade. Expert 
selection of the proper blade will 
contribute to more efficient cutting and 
a longer lifetime of the blades. The 
latter impacting again the production 
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cost at the customer’s side. Unique, 
patented blades, like Conibot, help 
processors cut highly efficient even 
when sprouting occurs. At FAM 
Stumabo, the innovative cutting 
solutions are often the result of 
cocreation. Joint development between 
integrators, the customer, and their 
own cutting experts. They have built 
up in-depth customer relationships 
over the years that helped steer 
innovation in the industry and helps 
potato processors find the most 
appropriate solution, often tailored to 
their specific needs." 
 
FOCUSING ON OPTIMUM 
OIL QUALITY 
“We have designed frying systems for 
potato, potato chips, French fries, and 
potato specialties since the middle of 
the 1970s,” says Fredrik Rönnberg, 
sales manager Eastern Europe at 
Rosenqvists Food Technologies.  
“I think already from the beginning, the 
major focus for us when we design a 
frying system is that we want to 
preserve and maintain a good oil 
quality. The oil quality and the quality 
of the frying oil is crucial for the 
product quality and the shelf life. Also, 
if you look at the costs of running 
frying system, if you are using a lot of 
oil, it adds substantial cost to your 
production, so right from the beginning 
this was the focus for our design 
engineers. That's why, from the 
beginning, we started with systems 
where we use indirect heating. So, we 
are using thermal oil or steam and we 
use this heat source to heat up the 
frying oil and we do that in an external 

heat exchanger. In this way we achieve 
the gentlest way of heating up oil. And 
then the second focus is of course to 
use the lowest amount of oil possible, 
and for this reason we have then 
found you know some smart ways of 
frying chips and French fries but using 
the absolute minimum amount of oil. 
This applies to all the frying systems we 
developed. With potato chips we have 
developed with what we call a multi-
zone chips fryer. This means that that 
we are using a frying system where we 
control the time and the temperature 
for different zones in the in the same 
frying pan. So, for example, if we have 
a frying system producing 2 tons of 
potato chips, we use five different 
zones and then we can create different 
recipes, basically deciding the final 
properties of the chip. So, if you want 
a hard or soft bite, if you want a 
thicker or a thinner chip slice, if you 
want to have a classic potato chip, we 
can then control the time and the 
temperature in each of these frying 
zones, so to create different products 
in the end.” Fredrik Rönnberg says 
Rosenqvists introduced the multi-zone 
functionality very early, and that was to 
get versatility and flexibility in the 
processing line, “because the customers 
would love of course to produce 
different styles of chips but ideally, they 
want to do that in the same frying 
system. What we have introduced in 
recent years is more food safety 
functionality.” Recently, the company 
has started using a system where it 
uses hot salt to process the snack. “We 
processed the snack in hot salt and 
then that creates a snack that we can 

then roast or fry, but without any fat 
content. So, we can produce a snack at 
0% fat. But that is a system we are not 
yet able to use for potato processing. It 
must be done on a snack with snack 
pellets, which can of course be potato 
based.” These systems are built and 
designed on the same type of principle, 
saving oil and preserving oil, and 
offering the maximum flexibility or 
control for the company’s clients. "We 
have a special design so we can have 
the lowest possible oil level in the 
French fries frying system and we also 
use multiple inlets and outlets in this 
section to control the temperature. 
We also have the most advanced 
filtration system, a three-stage filtration 
with a full flow filter with our drum 
filter and then we have a special 
filtration system using a centrifugal filter 
and paper filter or another type of fine 
filter, so we can filtrate the oil in three 
steps and reuse the same oil in the in 
the French fries frying system.” 
Regarding expansion, the company 
intends to try to get more projects in 
South Central America and North 
America. "This has been a dream at 
Rosenqvists for a long time and we 
would like to reach out and find more 
customers in these markets." n
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I
n 2022, it is predicted that the four 
nations of North-West Europe's 
potato production will cover 507,300 
hectares (+10,100 hectares), a 2% 
rise. The growth is specifically 3.2% in 

Belgium (92,558 hectares), 1.5% in 
Germany (185,800 hectares), 2% in 
France (156,162 hectares), and 2% in 
the Netherlands (72,816 hectares). 
"When compared to the five-year 
average, the rise is 0.9%. Even though 
crop rotation is becoming more 
popular, farmers still have altered their 
destination strategy. A recent CNIPT 
investigation found that "certain 
producers of starch potatoes (in 
Germany, France, and the Netherlands) 
and some producers of potatoes 
intended for the fresh market (in 
Germany and France) have changed 
their outlets to manufacture fried or for 
the creation of chips." Eastern and 
Central European nations account for a 
sizable portion of growth on the fresh 
market. Sales increased by +175% 

from August to the end of April 2022, 
with 256,014 tonnes bought compared 
to 2020—2021. The main causes are 
poor quality, low yields, and a lack of 
German competition. 
 
MODERATE GROWTH 
EXPECTED ON FROZEN 
POTATOES MARKET 
Globally, the frozen potato market was 
valued at USD62.75bn in 2021 and is 
projected to reach USD83.88bn by 
2028. As such, it is expected to grow at 
a CAGR of 4.2% from 2021 to 2028. 
Geographically, Asia-Pacific is expected 
to grow at the fastest CAGR over the 
forecast period. In terms of volume, the 
region accounted for a market share of 
more than 15% in 2021. The major 
factors fueling the market are changing 
consumer taste preferences and 
growing demand for processed food 
and the availability of numerous product 
variants. Also, the growing demand for 
frozen potatoes in the snack category 

due to the rising preference for 
convenience food or on-the-go light 
snacks is projected to propel the market 
growth over the forecast period. 
Moreover, an increasing population 
from emerging economies such as India, 
China, and Japan provide a broad 
consumer base for the frozen potato 
market in Asia-Pacific. Consumers in 
developed and developing Asian 
countries such as Australia, China, and 
India are engaged in their professional 
lives; therefore, they are gradually shifting 
their preference toward convenience 
food, which reduces their cooking time 
and provides them instant food. 
 
EUROPEAN MARKETS ARE 
RELAXED, BUT STILL ACTIVE 
Despite the fact that purchasers are 
now much more relaxed, the Irish 
Farmers' Association (IFA) specialists 
recently reported that activity in the 
potato processing industry is still 
relatively high across Europe. The 

The European potato 
market is responsible for a 

significant share of the 
global potato output, and as 

the economic uncertainty 
grows, fears about current 

and near-future production 
arise. Things are under 

control at the time, and 
predictions regarding 

product categories like 
frozen potato and frozen 

potato products illustrate a 
positive direction.

MODERATE 
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majority of the old maincrop demand in 
the UK is for whites, and high-quality 
samples are once again selling well. 
Although the market for old-crop Maris 
Piper potatoes is fast falling, buyers in 
the East who are still debating whether 
to buy the new crop have expressed 
greater interest. Ireland's retail markets 
are stagnant due to the prolonged 
school break, while the processing 
industry is experiencing strong demand. 
This week, more queens are being listed 
on the market because liftings are 
roughly 10 days ahead of last year. 
There are reports of above-average 
yields and excellent eating quality. This 
year, roadside sales are starting off 
extremely slowly. Home guard and 
premiere are now mostly clear. The 
area of early plantings is slightly smaller 
than the acreage planted in 2021, 
according to provisional IFA early 
planting estimates. The area of the 
premier and home guard is the same as 
last year, while the area of queens has 
slightly decreased," the survey says. 
Regarding crops, according to the most 
recent Irish Farmers Association (IFA) 
potato report, export markets in 
Europe are reportedly lot calmer than 
they were in the past. According to 
IFA's publication, "preliminary data 
indicate that planting figures have 
remained rather steady in several 
countries." Although there have been "a 
few more free buy orders" and stronger 
contract movement this week in the 
UK, buyers have upped the bar on 
quality. The experts said that "bruising 
and wireworm have been a prominent 
cause of rejection in the South." The 
retail market in Ireland is stable and 
close to levels from 2019. This week, 
around two weeks earlier than at the 
same time last year, the first early 
queens are hitting the market in the 
southeast. The earliest sowed crops 
have reportedly suffered damage from 
frost. "Home guard and premier are still 
clearing, and most growers ought to be 
done in the following 10 days. Sales 
reportedly moved far more slowly than 
they did last year. 
 
THE USE OF POTATO 
PROTEIN IN FOOD 
APPLICATIONS 
IS GROWING 
The market for potato protein has 
become increasingly popular over time 
and is expected to surpass USD150m 

by 2027, according to a study by 
Global Market Insights Inc. A sort of 
affordable, sustainable protein source 
made from waste materials left over 
from the production of potato starch 
is called potato-based protein. Major 
markets like Europe and North 
America are growing increasingly 
interested in plant-based proteins like 
potato protein. Despite soy's long-
standing status as the most popular 
plant protein choice, worries about 
allergies and phytoestrogens are 
progressively leading people to prefer 
non-soy options like potatoes. 
Particularly in North America, the 
need for alternative protein derived 
from sources like potatoes and other 
sources like legumes, seeds, or nuts 
has significantly increased in order to 
offer variety and improve the health 
benefits of food products. According 
to the aforementioned source, the 
potato protein market in North 
America is anticipated to generate 
close to USD30 million in sales by 

2027. "Alternative plant-based protein 
products are now expanding rapidly 
not just across the North American 
region, but on a global scale," the 
authors write. "This is creating myriad 
opportunities for potato protein 
industry growth over the years ahead, 
even despite the robust presence of 
mainstream plant protein sources like 
soy." However, potatoes have a few 
drawbacks due to their high calorie 
and carbohydrate content, as well as 
their lack of protein. The health of 
tissue, muscle, bone, and blood all 
depend on protein, which is hailed as 
the building block for vital bodily 
organs. Global consumer trends are 
moving more and more toward 
vegetarian and vegan diets, which is 
driving up demand for wholesome, 
nutrient-dense meat alternatives. The 
manufacture of meat substitutes is 
increasingly relying on plant-based 
proteins, particularly as the global 
consumer population seeks to shift 
away from industrial farming and 
produce meat products without 
harming anyone. Due to its similarities 
to soy and egg proteins and its 
enormous potential as a commercial 
product, protein derived from 
potatoes is particularly well-liked in this 
context. As a consequence, the potato 
protein is now a common option for 
vegetarian food producers, as it has 
binding properties akin to those of an 
egg. In 2020, the potato protein 
market for food applications was 
valued at up to USD50 million, and it 
is anticipated that this rise will continue 
in the years to come, in large part 
because of its widespread use in the 
creation of meat substitutes. n
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E
merging technologies and 
customer expectations for safe, 
hygienic solutions in food 
production have consistently 
pushed FPS Food Process 

Solutions to go over and beyond. FPS’ 
recirculating Clean-in-Place (CIP) 
systems with pasteurization mitigate the 
risk of contamination before packaging. 
Furthermore, the company's Spiral 
Immersion SystemTM (SISTM) can 
cook, chill, and freeze products within 
sealed vacuum bags to ensure no 
exposure to the environment 
throughout the processing cycle. FPS 
explores innovative technologies to 
meet customer needs, and among these 
innovations are the first of its kind, 1.8m 
Spiral Freezer and the Spiral Immersion 
SystemTM (SISTM). In collaboration 
with Intralox, FPS developed the 1.8m 
wide belt spiral freezer to match larger 
processing lines. For food processors, 
this is a critical factor in being able to 
produce higher output. The SISTM was 
developed to not only produce better 
quality food products but could also 

save on cost, time, and energy. 
Additionally, FPS uses mechanical 
freezing, which is a system where the air 
is passed through a tube and fin 
evaporator inside the equipment. 
Refrigerants such as ammonia, freon, or 
CO2 can be used depending on 
customer preference, explains Greg 
Sheridan, sales manager, FPS. “We 
especially circuit each evaporator to the 
required refrigeration load to maximize 
efficiency. Various methods of feeding 
the refrigerant are utilized depending on 
application and temperature 
requirements as well as overall 
refrigeration plant design. We can use 
recirculated systems in the bottom or 
top-fed liquid, flooded systems, and 
direct expansion. We discuss the 
various options with our customer and 
refrigeration contractor to ensure they 
know the operational requirements and 
efficiency of each system.” When it 
comes to improving performance and 
efficiency, the ability to condition the 
product appropriately in the most 
efficient process is the company’s goal. 

“We look at each application to 
determine which type of freezing 
equipment is right for the job. All of our 
equipment is designed to provide even 
airflow at optimum velocity across all 
product zones. This ensures we remove 
heat consistently for all belt widths and 
freezer sizes, to give consistent output 
and quality. We design the equipment 
to minimize airflow restriction through 
product zones, internal structure, and 
through the coil and fan assemblies. 
Using external motors, plug fans, 
eliminating coil defrost louvers, and using 
square tube patterns in our coils all 
contribute to substantial reductions in 
energy. Reducing restrictions while 
ensuring airflow across all product zones 
power consumption. Freezing faster 
reduces yield loss improving product 
quality and improves throughput. 
Reduced freezer power consumption 
reduces energy costs and reduces the 
refrigeration power which offers further 
energy savings.” Each freezer is custom 
engineered and built to specific 
customer site requirements. This allows 

In recent years, greater pressure 
has been put on manufacturers to come up 

with inventive solutions for the freezing industry. 
As a result of this, prominent companies in the sector 

have developed new machines that are far more complicated. 
Even though the primary objective of freezing is to maintain product 

quality over extended periods of time, criteria such as increased safety 
and hygiene have grown more important than ever.

By Bogdan Angheluta Industrial Freezing

A NEW 
GENERATION 
OF PURPOSE-
DRIVEN 
MACHINES  
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FPS to tailor the delivery to facilitate the 
installation appropriate to each site and 
to match up with existing equipment. 
 
DIGITALIZATION 
AT THE FOREFRONT 
For Ashworth, digitalization of 
technology is at the forefront. „It is after 
all, the future. For us, today’s digital 
technologies enable decision makers to 
have access to all the information they 
need all the time, from anywhere, and 
from any device they choose,” explains 
Jonathan Lasecki, director of engineering 
for Ashworth. As a manufacturer of 
conveyor belts, Ashworth supplies the 
belting used as part of typical processing 
lines. Easy-access and preventing 
unplanned downtime are the companies 
top two considerations toward 
improving performance and efficiencies, 
Lasecki says. “Ashworth offers our Smart 
Spiral® Monitoring System - an 
innovative solution that provides real-
time remote monitoring of multiple 
spirals at different locations. This add-on 
data collection system monitors various 
key parameters from belt tension, system 

temperature, bearing wear and motor 
power draw which can be monitored 
with the base unit.  Live data is collected 
and transferred via a proprietary 
application to a cell phone, tablet, laptop, 
or desktop computer where data can be 
viewed for trend analysis - all without 
having to use a company’s intranet 
system.” According to him, key set points 
can be set, and any deviation from those 
setpoints sends a message to the chosen 
device to indicate the system is operating 
outside set parameters. Multiple 
machines can be monitored in the same 
facility or at different plants allowing both 
site managers and corporate 
management access to machine 
parameters. Trend graphs are also 
available to indicate system performance 
which helps processors identify 
maintenance issues before catastrophic 
failure. This predictive maintenance saves 
costs by allowing for maintenance 
scheduling to make necessary repairs 
instead of emergency repairs. “Preventive 
maintenance becomes predictive 
maintenance where repairs are 
scheduled when needed rather than 
based on average component life. 
Preventative maintenance requires 
planned downtime to replace 
components long before they may reach 
the end of their useful life while 
predictive maintenance plans for 
replacement prior to failure. Predictive 
maintenance systems increase production 
time and reduce maintenance down 
time, improving profits for the processor,” 
Johnathan Lasecki says. “Ashworth’s 
development of the SmartSpiral system 
was developed to take the guess work 
out equipment failure. The system was 

initially released for use on spiral 
conveyor systems; however, we are 
open to working with customers to 
customize the system to their needs.” 
 
A SIGNIFICANT 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
OctoFrost Group realized the need 
to improve the existent traditional 
impingement freezing technologies and 
offer a more cost- and space-efficient 
solution. And therefore, at the beginning 
of 2022 — the Swedish manufacturer has 
launched the Multi-Level Impingement 
Freezer. Designed for a small footprint, it 
is using three conveyor straight belts that 
double production capacity per square 
meter of factory space (instead of using a 
single belt like that in most freezers) — a 
completely unique feature on the market. 
Moreover, when it comes seafood 
processors, the OctoFrost Multi-Level 
Impingement Freezer offers a significant 
competitive advantage: the possibility to 
install glazers at both ends, for products 
which require glazing (such as shrimp and 
fish fillets). This setup allows glazing three 
times and hardening the glaze — all in the 
same freezer as the product travels from 
one belt layer to another — a truly 
revolutionary, space-efficient and lucrative 
solution. After becoming an OctoFrost 
customer, the food processor will receive 
the full support in the process of factory 
preparations, delivery, equipment startup, 
staff training and successful running of the 
machine. The OctoFrost After Sales 
department is comprised of a team of 
customer-dedicated and knowledgeable 
technicians, located across the world. 
With a clear training plan in place, and a 
highly responsive team for any additional 
queries — OctoFrost makes sure that 
every single customer will achieve its 
production plan when using their 
OctoFrost equipment. “Each global 
region is facing somewhat different kind 
of challenges, of course, and OctoFrost 
can respond in the limit of its business 
activity. The general disruption in the 

We especially circuit 
each evaporator to the 

required refrigeration 
load to maximize 

efficiency. Various 
methods of feeding the 
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depending on application 

and temperature 
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overall refrigeration 
plant design. 

Greg Sheridan, sales manager, 
FPS Food Process Solutions
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Jonathan Lasecki, director of 
engineering for Ashworth
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supply chains — has the direct impact on 
costs: raw materials costs, operational 
costs, etc. One direction of work is that 
OctoFrost is trying to diversify its 
suppliers of raw materials, to be able to 
deliver the equipment in the promised 
timeframes so that the food processors 
can respect their business and production 
plans. Another aspect, is the continuous 
work on the energy efficiency of the 
equipment, helping our customers in 
their struggle with the soaring energy 
prices. In general, developing new 
features for producing higher product 
quality, automations, and better overall 
control of the equipment — all contribute 
to the competitiveness of the food 
processor which in turn can help in 
overcoming the economic challenges we 
see everywhere,” company 
representatives say. 
 
ENSURING GREATER 
PRODUCTIVITY 
System customization, hygiene, ease of 
maintenance, operation in a continuous 
cycle, and high-quality freezing - these are 
the five winning assets of Tecnopool’s 
spiral freezing systems, according to 
company representatives. Tecnopool’s 
patented T-Worth technology ensures 
greater productivity and increased 

customer satisfaction in the field of frozen 
foods, and in particular in the growing 
ready-meals sector. Unlike conventional 
drum-based spirals, the T-Worth belt 
installed in Tecnopool’s freezing systems 
is driven externally by a motor that is 
smaller in size and needs less power. This 
does not affect the system’s 
performance, as friction is reduced and 
the belt is driven instead of being pushed, 

offering considerable advantages right 
from the design stage. In terms of ready 
meals, every producer has a specific set 
of requirements, depending on the type 
of product, volumes, and logistics. By 
eliminating the need for a central pivot, 
T-Worth technology increases the 
system’s flexibility, enabling it to combine 
two separate lines with same-level entry 
and exit. “The customer can study and 
test this system directly in the Test Room 
set up in our facilities in San Giorgio in 
Bosco (Padua). Here, Tecnopool's 
specialized technicians and technologists 
will explain the characteristics of our 
freezing spirals and tailor them to the 
customer's needs,” representatives add. 
Another distinctive feature of 
Tecnopool’s freezing systems is the use 
of horizontal airflows that guarantee 
excellent freezing quality. The T-Worth 
system allows cold air to flow over the 
product, under the product, and 
throughout the spiral at a rate of up to 3 
meters per second. With ready meals, 
this characteristic is essential as it ensures 
excellent, rapid freezing while preserving 
the ingredients’ flavor and organoleptic 
properties. Once in operation, every 
system must then be kept clean and in 
good repair. Tecnopool’s technology 
offers further substantial advantages in 
these two strategic aspects of food 
processing. The entry of humid external 
air is limited by air cutting tools placed at 
the inlet and outlet ends of the belt to 
reduce frosting and maintain the high 
efficiency of the evaporators. “Moreover, 
for more than ten years now, Tecnopool 
has been using sequential defrosting 
evaporators that can be defrosted 
individually while the others continue 
operating, thus preserving the internal 
temperature of the cabinet and the 
effectiveness of the freezing process. This 
method allows the system to run in a 
continuous cycle, 24/7. The absence of a 
drum-based drive system for the T-
Worth belt also allows easy access to 
every part of the freezing system, thus 
facilitating sanitization and achievement of 
the hygiene standards required by law for 
the food industry. Finally, easy access to 
internal spaces also guarantees another 
important competitive advantage, that is, 
simpler and faster maintenance, without 
the need to disassemble parts to access 
the area required. Every maintenance 
operation can be carried out from the 
outside of the spiral, thus also facilitating 
visual inspections." n

With a clear training 
plan in place, and a 

highly responsive team 
for any additional 

queries – OctoFrost 
makes sure that every 

single customer will 
achieve its production 
plan when using their 

OctoFrost equipment. 
OctoFrost
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S
aving resources, networking 
devices, hygiene optimization: 
These topics have been known in 
professional circles for a long time 
and discussed many times. Of 

course, they remain currently unchanged, 
because it is difficult to imagine that there 
will ever be an end to saving resources 
or optimizing hygiene. But from today’s 
perspective, they don’t pose challenges 
for the operators of dishwashing systems 
and users of smaller devices, at least not 
when conventional items to be washed 
are to be cleaned. But this changes 
fundamentally when new materials come 
into play that behave totally different than 
the former ones regarding cleaning 
agents, the dishwashing process, and the 
drying. Reusable products made from 
plastics are quite demanding in 
dishwashing operations. 
 
A THING OF THE PAST 
FROM 2023 
The EU would like to avoid waste 
materials and advance the recycling 
branch to a sustainable materials 
administration. That’s why the European 
Parliament passed different guidelines and 
regulations, for example, the 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 
20198/904 from June 5, 2019. It came 
into effect step by step after July 3, 2021 
and bans disposable plastic articles. In 
their Appendix B, those products are 
listed which are not allowed to be put 

into circulation EU-wide after January 1, 
2023, anymore. Examples for this are 
food packaging made from expanded 
polystyrene or beverage cups, their 
closures and lids and beverage containers 
made from expanded polystyrene 
including their closures and lids. 
 
PLANETARY HEALTH 
- A GASTRONOMIC 
CHALLENGE 
When one thinks on the protection of 
the planet, this guideline makes a lot of 
sense. From the perspective of the 
providers of take-away and delivery 
services, this can mean a challenge, but it 
doesn’t have to be. If the providers rent 
their containers and clean them 
themselves, they could even have a cost 
advantage over non-returnable 
containers even if one takes into 
consideration the greater effort for 
dishwashing. The situation is likely to be 
different for full-service solutions (renting 
the containers, delivery and collection, 
dishwashing) because fees are incurred 
for the use of the containers and the 
outsourced dishwashing. In any case, the 
people responsible must calculate 
precisely, i.e., take all the factors 
influencing your costs into consideration 
(full-cost accounting). 
 
ALL FOR ONE, ONE FOR ALL 
If several components work together in 
the processes, the output almost always 

depends on the components being 
coordinated in the best possible way. 
Whoever would like to achieve an 
impeccable dish-washing result must 
ensure that the following process 
components work together optimally: 
• The type of items to be washed, their 

soiling, food residues sticking to the 
plate and pre-washing 

• The carrier (for example, baskets), 
mechanics, 

• The water quality/amount, 
temperature, contact time, rinsing, 

• Dishwashing chemicals and 
• Drying. 
That’s why for reusable containers made 
from plastics, the features of the 
machines, the cleaning agent and the 
rinsing agent, as well as the process of 
drying have to be coordinated with the 
special requirements of the materials. 
However, still one more thing must be 
checked first. 
 
PLASTIC CONTAINERS – 
ARE THEY DISHWASHER-
PROOF? 
Not all materials are dishwasher-proof. 
Some do not tolerate temperatures 
above 65° C; others do not tolerate the 
exposure time of the cleansing chemicals 
of a few minutes or can’t withstand the 
mechanical load of the dishwashing 
process. Polypropylene, 
polyoxymethylene, melamine, glass fiber 
reinforced saturated polyester resin with 

Take-away and to-go packaging litter landscapes and 
pollutes marine ecosystems as microplastics. That’s why 
the EU banned disposable packaging. But the alternative 
reusable containers are light and unstable and pose a 
special challenge for dishwashing technology. Some 
manufacturers have developed superior solutions.

REUSABLE 
CONTAINERS  
– A CHALLENGE 
FOR DISHWASHING 
TECHNOLOGY 

Dishwashing Machines for Professional Kitchens
By Dieter Mailänder, 
mailänder marketing
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a melamine surface, if it isn’t thermally 
disinfected, or polyethylene terephthalate 
are dishwasher-proof. On the other 
hand, plastic made from acrylonitrile 
butadiene styrene, polyamide, 
polycarbonate or polysulfone are 
problematic. Furthermore, it is to be 
noted that items to be washed made 
from plastics are more unusable than 
those made from conventional materials, 
especially when they are brand new. 
Therefore, suitable and correctly dosed 
rinsing agents are particularly important 
for these materials.  
 
THE DIFFERENCES WITH 
GLASS AND PORCELAIN 
Containers made from plastics place 
other mechanical requirements on 
dishwashing processes than items to be 
washed made from porcelain and glass. 
They are more robust because they are 
less sensitive to shock and not as 
breakable and cause less noise during 
dishwashing. Due to their low weight, 
they are unstable. If they fall over or spin 
around in the machine, they damage 
each other surfaces. This has not only 
optical but also hygienic ramifications 

because the microorganisms and food 
remaining are able to accumulate in the 
notches. Moreover, they store noticeably 
less heat than porcelain.  
 
TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 
RELATING TO MACHINES 
For these reasons, reusable containers 
made from plastics must be secured 
firmly into the machines. This is how 
manufacturers and operators ensure that 
they withstand the powerful movements 
of the water, and their openings remain 
facing downward constantly. This ensures 
that the rinsing agent reaches all the 
hollow spaces with fresh water and the 
cleaning solution can wash them out 
thoroughly. The manufacturers are aware 
of this issue. Some of them have 
developed solutions which have proved 
their worth in everyday dishwashing. 
Fixation of the Reusable Items to Wash: 
Hobart has developed special baskets for 
reusable containers which can hold up to 
25 vessels. They ensure that their 
position is kept during the dishwashing 
processes. Winterhalter offers baskets 
with special cup holders with which the 
cups can be firmly anchored. 

Fast Modification of Baskets: Reusable 
baskets from Meiko can be modified 
quickly for washing cups, bowls, and their 
lids or bottles. 
 
BETTER SPECIALIZED THAN 
ALL-PURPOSE 
If one follows the advice of many 
experts, special cleaners and rinsing 
agents for plastics are preferable to all-
purpose products. Since items to be 
washed made from plastics behave 
differently in the dishwasher than such 
made from porcelain and glass. Some 
materials change color, especially if their 
surface is damaged. Others absorb 
colorants from food and odorous 
substances. Due to these and other 
reasons, reusable containers made from 
plastics must be washed immediately 
after their use. At the same time, one 
should avoid long exposure times to 
strongly acidic or alkaline product 
solutions even with thorough cleaning, 
which is then necessary, if deposits and 
/or discolorations have formed. 
 
DRYING 
The drying process is determined 
essentially by the rinsing agent and the 
property quality of the surface of the 
item to be washed. Products made from 
plastics dry comparatively slowly because 
these materials store the heat much 
more poorly. Meiko has developed a 
special vibration method for this process 
step. Hobart relies on an external drying 
device for hood dishwashers which can 
be ordered as additional equipment. This 
dries mugs and other receptacles made 
from plastic completely in only 120 
seconds. Therefore, they can be stacked 
immediately or reused. In professional 
circles, the opinion is predominantly held 
that dishes must be dried completely 
before they are stacked. But some 
experts also accept minimum traces of 
residual moisture. Reusable packaging for 
take-away and to-go helps to ensure that 
we will be able to eat and drink on-the-
run in the future: perhaps not with a 
clear conscious but at least with a halfway 
decent feeling. Maybe this will make 
everything a little more expensive. But in 
return, we keep the freedom to be able 
to do so. n

For reusable containers made from plastics, the 
features of the machines, the cleaning agent and 

the rinsing agent, as well as the process of drying 
have to be coordinated with the special 

requirements of the materials.
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A
ccording to the Good Food 
Institute (GFI), in 2019, Europe 
was responsible for 39% of the 
total income generated by the 
global market for plant-based 

meat. In the year 2020, retail sales of 
plant-based products throughout the 
continent reached EUR3.6bn, and 
sustainable protein firms in Europe raised 
a record EUR441m in investments, which 
accounted for roughly 17% of the entire 
amount invested in the sector worldwide. 
 
FREE-FROM 
IS THE NEW NORM 
An IFT (Institute of Food Technologists) 
report that quotes FMI data explains why 
it's a great idea for marketers is to include 
"ethical" product benefits (such as food 
produced utilizing moral and humane 
production practices) that modern 
customers perceive as healthy. This 
positioning of products will appeal to 
consumers who are concerned about 

their health. According to an FMI survey, 
two-thirds of younger adults believe they 
have eaten healthily if they have eaten 
food that has been produced responsibly. 
Meats, poultry, and eggs that have been 
raised without cages and on grass are 
thought to be healthier and more 
compassionate. Sales of organic, 
hormone- and antibiotic-free, and grass-
fed meat and poultry made up 11.4% of 
all meat sales in 2021, an 18.1% increase. 
The Happy Egg Co., which promotes 
holistic farming methods, and Vital Farms 
pasture-raised eggs had increases in dollar 
sales of 59% and 10%, respectively, for 
the 12-week period ending December 
26, 2021, according to IRI. Four out of ten 
consumers think sustainable, wild-caught 
fish and seafood is better for them and 
contains more protein than other types. 
However, due to its relative greater 
omega-3 concentration, farmed fish is 
preferred by 29% of respondents, per 
FMI data. 

 
PERSONAL 

HEALTH BECOMES 
MORE IMPORTANT 

According to HealthFocus, nearly two 
thirds of adults living in the United States 
report that they are now more focused 
on their personal health than they were a 
year ago. Seven out of ten people aged 
65 and older have a heightened 
awareness of their health. Euromonitor 
data shows that the global sales of 
fortified and functional foods reached 
USD292bn in 2021, which was an 
increase from USD274bn in 2020. 
According to a poll conducted by Kerry 
among customers in 16 different 
countries, nearly half of all consumers 
(48%) purchased more functional foods 
in 2019 than they did in 2020. According 
to Nutrition Business Journal projections, 
sales of functional foods and drinks in the 
United States will reach USD83bn in 
2021, representing a 6.8% increase over 
2020 levels. As per a survey published in 
2022 by FMI – The Food Industry 
Association, the health benefits that a 
product has to offer have a substantial 
influence on the purchase decisions of six 
out of ten food customers in the United 
States. According to FMI, the dietary 
claims made for a product affect 51% of 
customers, whereas the source of the 
product's contents influences 56% of 
consumers. The market for functional 
foods appears to be going from strength 

The use of 
sustainable 
proteins such as 
plant-based, grown, 
and fermented meat, 
eggs, dairy products, 
and seafood is growing in 
popularity across Europe, and 
people are eager to try more 
of these options.

SUSTAINABILITY  
IS THE 

       MAIN TREND 

By Bogdan Angheluta Nutrition & Ingredients
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to strength in the years to come. 
dAccording to a research by FMI, 50% of 
adults in the United States report having 
plans to eat even healthier in the future. 
Aditionally, a  study conducted by YPulse 
shows that younger consumers (those 
between the ages of 13 and 39), who are 
the heaviest users of functional foods and 
beverages, are the most committed to 
improving both their physical health and 
their mental health by the year 2022. An 
IRI survey of people who participate in 
the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program (SNAP), which is run by the 
United States Department of Agriculture, 
found that eating healthier is now one of 
the top priorities for two-thirds (63%) of 
the 42 million Americans who participate 
in the program. 
 
THE NON-MEAT 
INGREDIENTS INDUSTRY 
SEES GROWTH 
The global market for non-meat 
ingredients is anticipated to reach a value 
of USD46.7bn by 2027, representing a 
CAGR of 4.2% over the duration of the 
forecast. In 2021, the market is likely to 
have had a value of USD36.6bn. 
According to a new survey published by 

Marketsandmarkets, the growing 
popularity and demand for meat products 
that are processed with non-meat 
ingredients have contributed to the 
goods' convenience of use and the 
hassle-free preparation that they provide. 
To improve the quality of processed 
meat products, non-meat substances such 
binders, fillers, extenders, coloring agents, 
texturing agents, flavoring agents, 
preservatives, and salts are frequently 
employed. In 2021, it was determined 
that Europe was the market with the 
second highest value after the United 
States. The industry of food processing in 
Europe is facing a number of issues, 
including a rise in the amount of 
competition and changes in the trends of 
consumers. The food processing sector is 
becoming more concentrated and 
reorganized as a reaction to the issues 

that have been presented. Alterations in 
both the economy and society are also 
major contributors to the rise in food 
consumption. Both frozen and processed 
beef is becoming increasingly popular, in 
part because the general public believes 
that they are healthier, and in part 
because of the time restrictions that 
consumers face. As a result of rivalry, 
businesses are now offering items that are 
of higher quality and have an enhanced 
flavor. People's preferences for processed 
meat are growing, which is driving the 
market in Europe. This preference is a 
direct result of people's growing 
awareness about the importance of 
maintaining the safety of the food they 
eat. It is anticipated that the fillers segment 
would experience the highest CAGR in 
terms of value growth. Fillers are a 
common component of processed meats 
and serve multiple purposes, including 
increasing the volume of meat products 
while simultaneously lowering their overall 
cost. The use of meat fillers in developing 
countries is a typical practice that is 
followed because it helps developing 
nations reduce the costs of production, 
which helps developing nations maintain 
their financial stability. n

11.4% 
of all 2021 meat sales 

come from sales of 
organic, hormone- and 

antibiotic-free products.

#

Why makes Asian cuisines so enticing 
for so many people throughout 
Europe? First, their aromatic diversity 
creates unexpected sensory 
experiences, even in dishes without 
meat or where meat is used sparingly. 
The delicately balanced herbs and 
spices of Asian cuisine deliver an 
adventure for your tastebuds.  
Second, many of Asia’s dishes are 
extremely easy to digest. 
 
DIVERSE RICE AND 
NOODLE VARIETIES 
Equally as diverse as in the catering 
sector is the range of ready meals with 
noodles and rice and soups, which end 
consumers can regenerate in pans, woks 
or (microwave) ovens. Parboiled rice 
plays a prominent role in these meals as 
in this method, about 80 percent of the 
vitamins and minerals contained in the 
silverskin is compressed inside the rice 
grain. Asian noodles are also becoming 
increasingly popular, particularly for 
sauce-based meals. 

RELIABLE SUPPLY CHAIN 
FOR TOP INGREDIENTS 
Ebrofrost is Europe’s leading provider 
of cooked and frozen ingredients for 
one-pan and ready meals of all kinds, 
including, of course, Asian cuisines. 
All three production sites and 
company-owned cold stores are 
located in Europe, guaranteeing the 
best-possible security of supply 
for its customers. 
 
RICE AND ASIAN 
NOODLES – WIDE RANGE 
Sushi rice, jasmine and basmati rice 
are provided by Ebrofrost cooked 
and frozen, as standard or as ready-
to-eat (RTE) products — for especially 
gentle regeneration at the highest 
hygiene standards. Ebrofrost 
produces Asian noodles such as 
ramen, udon, soba, mie as well as 
Chinese and Thai noodles from fresh 
dough. This technology runs in the 
blood of the medium-sized company 
and has been a core focus since its 

establishment 30 years ago. 
Customers can purchase these 
cooked and frozen noodles as short 
cut noodles or as noodle nests. 
 
CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS 
Customers in the food industry and 
brand catering can agree individual 
recipes with Ebrofrost using common 
and durum wheat, buckwheat and 
semolina, with and without egg. 

www.ebrofrost.com 

INGREDIENTS FOR ASIAN MEALS
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B
ecause of the tight standards that 
regulate the manufacturing and 
delivery of temperature-sensitive 
items, the market has benefited 
considerably from these laws. As 

a result of expanding organized retail 
sectors in emerging nations, the market is 
positioned to see growth on a scale that 
has never been seen before throughout 
the course of the projected period. The 
need is expected to increase even higher 
as a result of the growing prevalence of 
automation in cold storage facilities. The 
term "warehouse automation" refers to 
the employment of cloud technology, 
robotics, automated conveyor belts and 
loading systems for trucks, as well as 
energy management systems. When it 
comes to moving and storing 
temperature-sensitive goods, the use of 
refrigerated storage facilities has 
developed into an essential component 
of Supply Chain Management (SCM). 
According to the report, a further factor 
that is expected to contribute to an 
increase in demand for storage solutions 
that require refrigeration in the coming 
years is the expanding international 
commerce of perishable goods. Users 
and providers of temperature-controlled 
packaging solutions are working together 
to lessen the negative effects that cold 
chain transportation has on the 
environment. At the same time, 
increasing knowledge of formal 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
programs, severe government laws, and 
changing customer expectations all 
provide significant hurdles to the process 
of developing an appropriate packaging 
system. It is quite likely that the absence 
of infrastructure necessary to maintain 
the cold chain will provide a significant 
obstacle for the corporations in their 
efforts to grow their enterprises into new 
areas. In addition, the absence of 

electrical hookups for reefer trailers at 
transportation hubs and ports will act as 
a barrier to the expansion of the business 
in these areas. Nevertheless, this also 
opens up development opportunities for 
participants in the business to design one-
of-a-kind solutions or make use of 
alternate energy sources that can get 
around such problems, according to 
Grand View Research. 
 
THE NEED FOR GREATER 
STORAGE CAPACITY 
Examples of cold storage investments 
show that the market is extremely active, 
and new constructions or expansions of 
capacity are much needed. For example, 
Dallas-Fort Worth-based developer Cold 
Creek Solutions has broken ground on a 
300,500 sqf cold storage facility in San 
Antonio, one of the fastest-growing cities 
in the US. The facility will be one of the 
largest state-of-the-art facilities in San 
Antonio and surrounding areas. Features 
include over 294,500 sqf of fully 
convertible temperature-controlled space 
with temperatures ranging from -20°F to 
55°F, as well as 6,000 sqf of office space. 
It will provide storage for 45,000 pallets 
of frozen or refrigerated products upon 
completion and will allow for single or 
multi-tenant use. Additional features 
include 48 dock positions, 2 drive-in 
ramps, and 48′ clear height. Arkansas-
based Compass Cold, a new cold 
storage company has announced plans 
for the construction of a 70,000 square 
foot cold storage facility developed by Ti 
Cold. Located near Fort Smith in 
Mulberry, Arkansas, and owned and 
operated by Compass Cold, the facility’s 
cutting-edge design will feature the latest 
refrigeration and freezing technology 
available in the cold storage industry. The 
new facility will have the capacity to 
support food wholesalers, retailers, and 

food manufacturing customers in central 
and northwest Arkansas. The advanced 
cold storage complex will feature a 
flexible, convertible design that is able to 
maintain temperatures ranging from 40°F 
to -20°F. Structural steel pallet racks will 
accommodate over 8,500 pallet 
positions. This includes QFM In-Rack 
Freezing System™, which combines blast 
freezing technology and pallet racking. 
QFM freezes pallets up to four times 
faster than traditional blast freezers with 
the ability to reduce energy consumption 
by as much as 50%. And in June, Lineage 
Logistics, one of the world’s leading 
temperature-controlled industrial REIT 
and logistics solutions providers 
announced that it is expanding its direct-
to-consumer fulfillment solution to create 
a market leader in e-commerce for 
perishable customers. As part of 
Lineage’s investment in D2C, Lineage has 
acquired Perishable Shipping Solutions, 
the premier e-commerce pick-and-pack 
order fulfillment service for brands 
requiring temperature-controlled storage 
and shipping. The acquisition of PSS 
follows the Company’s 2021 acquisition 
of Crystal Creek Logistics, a leading 
provider of last mile drop-ship order 
fulfillment for temperature-controlled 
goods. Financial terms of the transaction 
were not disclosed. Lineage’s expanded 
D2C Fulfillment solution provides a 
complete e-commerce offering for the 
cold chain, accommodating two-day 
ground shipping anywhere in the 
continental United States. Currently 
servicing over 100 e-commerce food and 
beverage brands across eight facilities 
dedicated to D2C Fulfillment, Lineage’s 
seasoned team of e-commerce experts 
execute nearly 250,000 monthly 
shipments, amounting to over 2.5 million 
annual shipments. Earlier in 2022, Lineage 
Logistics announced the acquisitions of 

The total value of the worldwide cold storage market was estimated 
to be USD119.98bn in 2021. Between 2022 and 2030, it is anticipated 
that the market would rise at a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 13.4%, according to a report by Grand View Research. 

A HIGHER DEMAND  
FOR STORAGE 
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Van Tuyl Logistics, H&S Coldstores, and 
Frigocare Rotterdam BV. These strategic 
transactions will strengthen Lineage’s 
portfolio of end-to-end logistics solutions 
in the region and grow Lineage’s 
presence in the Netherlands by more 
than 250,000 cubic metres of capacity. 
 
PUBLIC SECTOR 
DOMINATES THE MARKET 
In 2021, the public warehouse sector 
was the dominant player in the market 
and accounted for more than 67.30% of 
the total revenue generated worldwide. 
The cold storage industry has been 
divided into private, semi-private, and 
public categories, depending on the type 
of warehouses that are used. According 
to the Global Cold Chain Alliance, the 
capacity of public warehouses in the 
United States accounts for around 75% 
of the total gross capacity of refrigerated 
storage in the country. A public 
warehouse is run as an independent 
business that charges a fee for a variety 
of services including processing, storage, 
and shipping. These services may be 
offered to customers on a one-time or 
ongoing basis. Warehouses that are open 
to the public are sometimes referred to 
as duty-paid warehouses, and they can 
be owned by either an individual or an 
organization. It's possible to refer to 
private warehouses as proprietary 
warehouses as well, according to Grand 
View Research. They were built and are 
now owned by the same company that 
is the legal owner of the goods that are 
stocked and processed at the facility. 
They are capable of functioning as an 
independent department inside an 
organization. They provide more cost 
control, better flexibility, and the capacity 
to make decisions on the facility's overall 
activities and priorities. Because of the 
enormous expenditures involved in the 
building and maintenance of warehouses, 
however, only large corporations have 
the financial resources necessary to own 
and manage their own warehouses. Off-
site or on-site storage is two options for 
businesses who need private 
warehousing services. A centralized 
location or many production facilities 
each house a separate on-site 
warehouse. Both options are available. 
On the other hand, an off-site 
warehouse is used to store on-site 
merchandise, and it is situated in close 
proximity to the locations where 
marketing takes place. In 2021, the 

production stores category was the most 
lucrative and dominant in the market, 
accounting for more than 51.71% of the 
total revenue worldwide. It is anticipated 
that the current ways of constructing 
warehouses will be replaced by a new 
technology known as single-envelope 
construction technology, which is a 
recent advancement in composite panel 
construction. The application of this new 
technology has the potential to cut down 
on the amount of time needed for 
construction as well as the costs of 
building materials, operation, and 
maintenance. Additionally, it can ensure 
that there is sufficient flexibility for the 
application to be repurposed in the 
future. A warehouse constructed using 
the single-envelope method has a smaller 
footprint and a lower height than one 
constructed using another method, but it 
still has the same amount of space within.  
 
CHILLED VS. FROZEN 
The market has been divided into the 
chilled market and the frozen market 
based on the kind of temperature. The 
frozen sector dominated the market and 
was responsible for around 77.91% of 
the total revenue generated worldwide 
in 2021. The growing demand for frozen 
meals in developing countries like India 
and China is one of the primary factors 
propelling growth in the frozen food 
industry. The storage temperature of the 
warehouses that come under this 
category is typically kept in the range of -
10 to -20 degrees Fahrenheit. They are 
used in the process of storing frozen 
vegetables, fruits, fish, meat, and other 
types of seafood, among other things. 
Among other things, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, eggs, dried fruits, milk, and 
dehydrated meals are some of the things 
that are stored in warehouses that fall 
under the category of "chilled." The 
rise of the frozen food market will 
be helped along by a shift in 
customer preferences 
toward ready-to-cook 
meals brought on by 

increased knowledge of the benefits of 
convenience and sanitation. In addition, 
customers choose frozen food since it is 
simple to prepare, comes in a variety of 
convenient packaging methods, and can 
be cooked in the microwave. 
Additionally, it is quite likely that this will 
play a significant part in the growth of the 
segment. The growth of organized retail 
chains, such as hypermarkets and 
supermarkets, is another factor that is 
contributing to the increase in demand 
for these kinds of items in emerging 
nations. However, the market for frozen 
food in these countries has significant 
obstacles due to the absence of 
refrigeration facilities in retail outlets, the 
presence of multiple unorganized sector 
incumbents, and poor distribution 
systems to service rural regions. n

75% 
of the total gross 

capacity of refrigerated 
storage in the US is 

made up of 
public warehouses.

#
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I
BIE gives all sectors of the grain-based 
food industry a stage on which to 
present cutting-edge baking 
techniques and investigate entire 
supply, ingredient, and business 

solutions. The 700,000 sq. ft. event, 
which will meet in Las Vegas once more 
in 2022, is predicted to bring the whole 
professional baking community together 
in record numbers, bringing together 
over 23,000 baking experts from 
around the world for four days of 
networking. Furthermore, the IBIEducate 
program provides more than 100 
learning options, including technical 
training, hands-on instruction, lectures 
on the business of baking, and more. 
Because of these factors, an increasing 
number of businesspeople travel to Las 
Vegas every three years. It's the best 
investment you can make to maintain 
your competitive edge in the worldwide 
market and the biggest opportunity to 
study the newest baking technology, 
ingredients, packaging, and trends. The 
American Bakers Association (ABA), 
Baking Equipment Manufacturers and 
Allieds (BEMA), and Retail Bakers of 
America (RBA) are the sponsors of the 
Baking ExpoTM, which is regarded as 
the most comprehensive event for the 
grain-based industry and a "working 
show" where millions of dollars' worth 
of business is transacted every day. The 
700,000 square foot show floor of IBIE 
is filled with the full spectrum of goods 

and services from more than 1,000 top 
manufacturers and suppliers, including 
production tools and baking supplies, 
ingredients, packaging materials and 
systems, refrigeration systems, sanitation 
equipment, computerized technologies, 
transportation, and distribution equipment.  
 
SOMETHING 
FOR EVERYBODY 
The state-of-the-art Artisan Marketplace 
created by Puratos will be back at this 
year's Expo. For bakers eager to refine 
their abilities, network, and leave 
motivated for growth in every facet of 
their business, this engaging, innovative 
marketplace is a hub for outstanding 
learning opportunities. Through the 
BEST in Baking awards, IBIE honors 
suppliers & bakeries dedicated to 
positive development in the sector 
along with Snack Food & Wholesale 
Bakery. This program has been centered 
on honoring persons who have made 
noteworthy contributions to 
sustainability since 2010. The award 
categories have grown over time to 
recognize leaders in the variety of 
projects the international baking sector 
is involved in. Sustainability, workforce 
development, sanitation, product 
innovation, and two new categories in 
2022: plant efficiency and 
automation/robotics are among the 
topics that will be covered. One of 
baking's most prestigious events puts 

creativity center stage as six teams of 
expert professional cake decorators 
compete against one another in a game 
of creativity, artistry, and talent. Four 
categories make up Pillsbury's Creative 
Cake Decorating Competition: wedding 
cake, rolled fondant, sculpted, and 
"Everything is Cake," which is a hyper-
realistic category. At the awards 
presentation, a group of well-known 
judges will choose the winners and 
make the announcements. IBIE's 
Innovation Showcase introduces the 
newest goods and innovations to 
improve your operations, all of which 
are conveniently displayed in one place. 
Ingredients, machinery, packaging, and 
safety products that have never been 
seen at IBIE are among the entries. The 
Great American Pie Festival is put on by 
IBIE in collaboration with the American 
Pie Council. In this bustling area of the 
show floor, you may sample pies that 
have already been prepared using a 
range of cutting, filling, and baking tools. 
Expo attendees will enjoy themselves, 
supermarket or restaurant purchasers 
can compare prices, and suppliers can 
evaluate the finished goods produced 
using their materials. Finally, the event 
will also provide attendees with the 
chance to learn from pizza experts who 
will share knowledge on best practices, 
recipes, food costs, growth rates, 
consumer trends, the state of the 
industry, and more. n

Fair Preview

IBIE (International Baking Business Exposition) held in Las Vegas, 
US is where the newest advancements in baking technology are 
introduced, as well as where new trends first emerge.

THE BAKING COMMUNITY  
MEETS IN LAS VEGAS 

By Bogdan Angheluta 

700k 
square foot 

measures the size of 
the show floor.

#
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A new line of Protein Pizzas has been introduced by Clean 
Eatz Kitchen. The new pizzas, which are made with a 
cauliflower crust, are the ideal “cheat dinner” without any 
guilt, according to a press release. The Protein Pizzas are 
available in Cheese, Pepperoni, BBQ Chicken flavors, the 
Bacon Cheeseburger, and Chicken Supreme. The pizzas 
have a cauliflower crust and are topped with part-skim 
mozzarella cheese, homemade tomato sauce, and other 
ingredients. Pizzas typically include 20g of protein per dish 
and are gluten-free. 

https://www.cleaneatzkitchen.com/

Daesang America brand O’Food has launched its 
first frozen food offering, Mandu. These are 
classic Korean dumplings that are steamed, boiled 
or pan-fried. The Mandu products are made with 
thin wrappers and filled with traditional Korean 
ingredients. O’Food is releasing two different 
types, Kimchi and Plant-Based Mandu. The Kimchi 
Mandu starts with the global leading kimchi from 
sister brand Jongga. O’Food dumplings offer 10 
or more grams of protein, delivering meals 
bursting with flavor. 

https://ofoodglobal.com/

O’FOOD LAUNCHES FIRST FROZEN PRODUCT

TRADITIONAL FROZEN DESSERT 
WITH ICE CREAM
Evoiki Zimi S.A. has been in the export business for more than 20 
years, and under the brand names "Zimi Psahnon" and "Zimarika 
Psahnon" it exports to more than 37 countries around the world. 
The company now presents the new product range, the traditional 
desserts that everyone has tasted at least once in his life: Orange 
pie, Milk pie, Chocolate pie, Walnut pie, and Kataifi pie with ice 
cream. It is a unique combination with fillo pastry from "Zimi 
Psachnon" ice cream and traditional Greek products such as mastic 
from Chios island and pistachio. Baked and dipped in syrup and ice 
cream, the traditional desserts are ideal for summer evenings with 
family and friends and special events.   

www.evoiki-zimi.gr

CLEAN EATZ KITCHEN PRESENTS 
FROZEN PROTEIN PIZZAS

The Real Good Food Company announced the 
launch of its newest platform, Real Good Crispy 
Tots. Made from nutritious ingredients, Real 
Good Foods’ Crispy Tots are 100% grain-Free 
and gluten-Free, with only 6g net carbs and 
packed with 10g protein per serving. Real Good 
Foods’ nutritious Crispy Tots do not use 
processed flours or grains like conventional tater 
tots, but rather real food ingredients such as 
cauliflower, eggs, lupin beans and cheese.  

https://realgoodfoods.com/

REAL GOOD FOODS 
INTRODUCES CRISPY TOTS



Wildgood, the first and only non-dairy frozen 
dessert made with extra virgin olive oil, is 
launching a new flavor for the summer. 
Wildgood’s new Caramelized Fig plant-based ice 
cream is a Mediterranean-inspired pint that 
features fig jam swirled into a creamy olive oil-
based ice cream and balanced with caramelized 
brown sugar. The new flavor joins the lineup of 
Mango, Pistachio, Chocolate Hazelnut, Coffee, 
Mint Chocolate Chip, Chocolate, and Vanilla Bean. 

https://wildgood.com/

Frozen food distributor Central Foods has launched 
a new pre-sliced deep dish apple pie for the food 
service sector. The Menuserve deep dish apple pie is 
packed with juicy, sliced apples encased in golden 
shortcrust pastry and is pre-portioned into 12 slices, 
which can be individually defrosted as required to 
help reduce wastage. “It’s a versatile dessert which 
can be included on eat-in menus in restaurants, bars, 
hotels, cafés and other venues and also works well 
as a takeaway or delivery dessert option,” said 
Gordon Lauder, managing director of Central Foods. 

https://www.centralfoods.co.uk//

CENTRAL FOODS LAUNCHES NEW DEEP DISH APPLE PIE

FOOD UNION 
PRESENTS 
SUMMER 2022 
NOVELTIES

Ice cream and dairy production and distribution group 
Food Union has launched its summer novelties, creating a 
spectrum of novel ice creams spanning from healthy 
alternatives of vegan and low-cal ice cream through to 
bold experiments with mixology of crispy, crunchy, and 
juicy textures. Among the 2022 novelties are Premia 

watermelon sorbet on a stick, available in Estonia and 
Lithuania; Hjem-IS Nul Vaffel Karamel — Zero added sugar 
Cone with caramel and salted Almond flakes, available in 
Denmark; and ICE POP COOL lemonade ice lolly with 
mint on a stick, available in Romania. 

https://foodunion.com/

WILDGOOD BRINGS 
NEW GOURMET FLAVOR

Continental Coffee (CCL), a major coffee brand, 
has introduced its plant-based brand “Continental 
Greenbird” in India based on market analysis and 
growth potential. With Continental Greenbird, 
CCL will initially provide four plant-based meat 
options: mutton-like keema, chicken-like sausage, 
chicken-like seekh kebab, and nuggets that 
resemble chicken. Green pea, chickpea, and soya, 
in the case of keema, are the sources of the plant-
based protein used in all of their products.  

https://www.cclproducts.com/

CCL BRAND ENTERS THE 
FROZEN FOOD CATEGORY
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Marco’s Pizza is launching its new Cauliflower Crust. By 
adding this new crust type to the menu, it becomes the 
first national QSR pizza brand to offer a Cauliflower 
Crust as part of its standard menu offering. The gluten-
friendly alternative is a health-conscious option packed 
with flavor, and the added bonus of the superfood veggie 
cauliflower. “We’re proud to be the first QSR pizza brand 
to offer customers a delicious Cauliflower Crust option 
for those with specific dietary needs,” said Chris Tussing, 
chief marketing officer at Marco’s Pizza. 

https://www.marcos.com/

NEW OFFERINGS FROM SWEET EARTH FOODS

GIVAUDAN AND MANUS BIO PRESENT BIONOOTKATONE
Givaudan, a global leader in taste and wellbeing, and 
Manus Bio, a leading biomanufacturer of natural 
products, launched BioNootkatone, a breakthrough 
ingredient that answers market demand for 
sustainable, natural, clean-label citrus flavor without 
the cost and supply volatility of traditional citrus 
extracts. BioNootkatone offers a refreshing, natural 
citrus taste that can be used in a variety of food and 
beverages. BioNootkatone is the result of Givaudan’s 
analytical, flavor, and processing expertise combined 
with the successful application of Manus Bio’s 
BioAssemblyLine Cell Factory engineering platform. 

https://www.givaudan.com/

NEW GLUTEN-FRIENDLY 
CRUST FROM MARCO’S PIZZA

Romania-based Verdino Green Foods 
announced it has taken over the brands 
Unfished and Green Course from Prefera 
Foods. Unfished, introduced by Prefera Foods 
last year, is more than just a cutting-edge line of 
plant-based seafood substitutes; it also means 
less fishing, more biodiversity, and a sustainable 
solution for the earth, for future generations, 
and for protecting the ocean and its priceless 
resources. The current Unfished portfolio offers 
canned PlanTuna, ready-to-eat salads, and 
substitutes for tuna and salmon spreads. 

https://www.verdinofoods.ro/

VERDINO ENTERS PLANT-BASED 
FISH AND READY MEALS MARKETS

Plant-based innovator Sweet Earth Foods 
announced the debut of two new frozen 
entrée bowls, Korean BBQ-Style Chik’n and 
Cacio e Pepe, available in the freezer aisle. 
Both bowls are Non-GMO Project Verified, 
vegan, and made with wholesome, veggie-
forward ingredients; each serving includes 
between 15-16 grams of protein and 5-7 
grams of fiber. The two products are Sweet 
Earth Korean BBQ-Style Chik’n Entrée Bowl 
and Sweet Earth Cacio e Pepe Entrée. 
https://www.nestleprofessional.us/brands/sweet-earth
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trends and solutions in packaging equipment 

Blast Chilling and Shock Freezing 
versatile applications between shock freezing and pasteurizing 

Meat and Poultry Products 
market overview in EU vs USA 

Frozen Food in France 
key players, product innovation, suppliers 

Global Retail Market 
consumer behavior, new products, processors, suppliers 

Nutrition & Ingredients 
for pre-baked and ready to bake foods 

 
Trade fairs: SIAL, südback Stuttgart, INTERPOM Kortrijk 

Ready to bake & Pre-Baked Foods 

market innovation, producers, new products 

Convenience Food for Retail & Foodservice 

European market evolution, category breakdown 

Frozen Products for Catering & Foodservice 

suppliers, producers, processors 

Meat and Veggie Burgers

innovation and trends 

Technology & Logistics 

freezing and chilling equipment 

Quick Service Restaurants & Bar and Snack Channel 

market evolution, leading operators in Europe 

Going Green 

substantial contributions of equipment manufacturers 

Nutrition & Ingredients 

ethnic food innovation 

Frozen Food in Scandinavia 

producers, suppliers, consumer trends 

European Retail Market

suppliers, major retail categories, food trends 

 
Trade fairs: Sirha 2023, Marca Bologna 2023, Fruit Logistica 2023, 

Gulfood 2023

3
Frozen Food from Italy

market overview for retail and foodservice 
Frozen Pasta & Sauces Market

trends, new product development, producers, suppliers 
Frozen Pizza Market

major producers, suppliers, country breakdown 
Technology and Innovation for Frozen Pizza

processing machines, toppings, portioning and forming 
Ingredients for the Food Industry

for pasta, pizza, ready meals (herbs, rice, vegetables, 
mushrooms, processed meat) 

Frozen Finger Food, Fried or Baked Mix Balls
trends and successful products 

Frozen Burgers
new products, producers and suppliers 

Frozen Snacks and Pastry
innovative products for retail and foodservice 

Optical Sorting Technology
innovation and latest equipment  

Deep Freezing Technologies, Proofing, Baking, Cooling
for bakery applications 

Multifunctional Cooking Devices
one device for different cooking processes 

Frozen Food in the US
evolution, challenges, opportunities & major players 

 
Trade fairs: Summer Fancy Food Show New York, SnackEx
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MAY/JUNE 

JANUARY/FEBRUARY Ad closing 31.01 
Publishing 09.02

Ad closing 25.03 
Publishing 11.04

Ad closing 27.05 
Publishing 10.06

Ad closing 29.07 
Publishing 12.08

Ad closing 16.09 
Publishing 30.09

Ad closing 25.11 
Publishing 09.12



Like our page and join our online community: 
www.facebook.com/ 

FrozenFoodEuropeMagazine 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Follow us on Twitter: 

@FrozenFoodMag 
We will update regularly on our activities, 

upcoming features and show attendance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Join our group on LinkedIn search for:  
Frozen Food Europe
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Frozen Food Europe 
on social media


